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It is a Mediation service between smart technology Buyers & Sellers.

*

Hi! I'm Laco Vencel, I'm the owner and CEO of the company Lanast Co.,

I am the Smart City Enterprise founder, investor and head since May, 2014.

SMART CITY ENTERPRISE NETWORK

is an Enterprise Integration Consultancy Business brand running

based on the Unique Design expression of smart technologies,

serving Innovative Approach to cities infrastructure development,

promoting Blockchain Contracting principles between stakeholders

of Smart Industrial Project's Tendering, Contracting and Delivery.
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THIS PROJECT IS ABOUT
finding and building a sustainable and profitable business model,

based on block-chain technology integration to the industrial market.

Researching market regulations that impact blockchain principles

and interacts on establishment of the optimal business process.

Building community to impact future projects of cities development.

THIS PROJECT SOLVES
cleaning the online information mess of Smart cities industrial development market.

It brings to the light the Tendering Bureaucracy for smaller, but often better, players.

Unifying smart-projects delivery eco-system and applies measurable standards.

Setting up a platform to track competitive smart solutions characteristics and Rate them.

Educating the population in a accessible form about their advantages and duties to build

safe, effective, green and clean cities with maximal comfortable life-conditions.

THIS PROJECT GIVES
speed to the cities development projects for implementation by companies and government.

Quality and Measurement possibilities of smart technologies for implementation in cities.

A huge Еducation library for students, junior managers or other technical business staff.

I have decided to share the company effort to the public.

This is compiled from my personal notes, tables and plans,

through presentations, project and finance details,

up to the know-how of how the company will run.

And I will do this through the whole project life-time.

I will create very interesting content about the management of

mid-cap company operations, processes, finances, troubles & goals.

This will be the bases of inspirational content and templates for young project managers.
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Smart City Network project is built on the infrastructure on thousands of domains that host landing pages routing
internet traffic to 3 main business sites. We already own 350+ domains and are planning to buy more according our
domain acquisition strategy. The Smart City Network is about Technologies & and a progressive Human Mind-Set.
Smart City is an information network about the future cities & countries and their infrastructure development. It is about the logistics and
transportation features and their effective control. It is also about the green & safe environment, modern buildings and their positive impact on
citizens life efficiency and comfortable daily life. It is about the renewable energy sources and their hi-speed research, development,

distribution and replacement of conventional sources with a positive
impact on the population health. The Smart City project is also about
politics. It is about the proper government focus on long-term and
strategic targets with attention on comfort level, instead of the current
issue-based city planing and development.

Smart City is about Public services improvement and their
automation. Smart City is about the digitalisation of
city bureaucracy with a positive impact on citizens time & logistics.
Smart City is about the education processes, better schools &
universities, but also about free education platforms and programs

with positive impact on citizens knowledge and participation in a clean, green, effective environmental culture. Smart City is about factories
and industrial automation. About the robotics, sensors and their application to all thinkable parts of industrial procedures with positive impact
on production speed and quality. Smart City is about super-fast and super-comfortable commercial services selling faster and cheaper. Smart
City is about researching data & technology to build complex intellectual prediction platforms which optimise support for physical devices
configuration.

The most important aspect of Smart City is about the education of the people. The focus is to teach citizens to understand these new principles
and that technology is only 50% of the equation for better cities and higher life-comfort. The other 50% is the simple task of changing the
human mind-set about the environment. Always remember "You reap what you saw".

Business platform

SCA presents industrial tenders related to
products, business analytics, reporting, legal
and regulations.

SCA releases press, news and guides related
to smart projects implementation, legislation
changes, economics, finance & grants related
to development & delivery of intellectual hi-
tech products.

SCA serves product portfolio to the client in a
simple easy-to-use way, like shopping online.

Branding platform

SCB presents an Encyclopaedia of smart
technologies in an innovative visual format
showing how smart things can be usable in
the real world of physical city development.

SCB represents every smart solution,
independent of brand or country of origin, in
unique graphics and animations.

SCB serves information on six intellectual
levels to serve an audience of age between
10 - 99+ years.

Promotion platform

MMCS presents a common editorial board. On
the back-end are a set of automation services
and publishing routines with integration
scalability to any social media network
channels.

MMCS acts as the promotion &
communication gateway of the brand and
business portals.

MMCS releases daily news about education,
technologies, and gadgets for smart city
economics.
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The Encyclopaedia stands independent from
smart technology suppliers. It is comprised of
thousands of products developed by suppliers
from around the world. We compile them,
catalogue them, analyse them, prepare the
content for six intellectual groups and finally
create a visual story for release to the
Encyclopaedia.

We are calling this branding process “Design
Story”. It is a story of twelve pictures, like
the one you have seen at the top of this

page. Each of the 12 pictures are twelve individual segments of industry. Every element of the drawings has it's own specific purpose. On
average, there are about a 160+ technology elements with a marketing story behind them. These stories (drawings) are further processed to
about 30 000 graphical elements of the encyclopaedia pages.

An inseparable part of the brand is the animated character named - Smarty the Robot. This mascot is a guide through all of the sites and
processes. Smarty the robot is a smart young boy, about 12 years old, with a complete knowledge of smart technologies. He knows how to clarify
everything, he knows all of the terminology, and he can explain all of this to anyone between the ages 10-99+ years old. He is cute, brisk,
energetic, quick... sometimes hysterical, and rarely in a panic.

Smarty the Robot acts on web-pages as an
interactive element that plays different roles
to help clients pass through from the basics
to complex project form compliance.

He will facilitate the communication with the
client. Initially he is static, but later will come
to live in site animations and video. Lanast Co.
will fill the internet and social media
networks with Smarty the robot. After about
two or three years everybody will know

Smarty the Robot and everybody will subconsciously connect him with our brand, our logo and encyclopaedia.

Smarty on MakeMyCitySmart.com - Smarty will be the guide and helper. He will be presented on the site in the form of a figure with text in
chat bubbles, similar to comics. Smarty will be presented on this site as a brand advertisement element for Smart City. This will teach our
visitors to remember him.

Smarty on SmartCityBuild.com - Smarty is at most at home here. This library of his is a huge encyclopaedia of smart industrial
technologies. Smarty will act on every page of this web-site. He will be in all encyclopaedia texts, explaining, guiding, proposing, and maybe
offer mystery advertising.

SMARTY on SmartCityAdvisor.com - Smarty is a Business man. He navigates visitors through menus and categories. He offers products and
explains what to do and how to do it. He promotes and guides clients through the application forms, he is the connector to chats, calls, e-mails.
Smarty is just a super-cool Sales and Marketing guy.

The first part of the business flow is the Brand. This brand stands in the form of a fairy tale, that is telling a story
about clean, green, safe & fair cities and citizens.

To differentiate from other consultancy companies we are building a brand. We are designing unique visual experiences to present smart
technology usability in common life with an animated and eye-catching approach on the explanation of "how future cities" should look.
Demonstrating how they should work and what should be the main principles and philosophy based on real existing technology and solutions,
without sci-fi.
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HIERARCHY, CATEGORIES & TAGS MAKE IT ORGANISED

Another aspect of the brand quality and it's audience publicity is the information serving logic. The logic of
presenting encyclopaedia data is structured into the six levels of information complexity.

Based of the target audience age we have set a logic for word count, word complexity, word difficulty and overall content. I would like to thank
for teaching me this simple advertising rule "if your advertisement cannot be understood by a 10 year old, it is useless."

OVERALL INFORMATION - Information must
be understandable by school children. The
description of complex technologies from the
real world by using terminology and text
volume level along with sentence complexity
to this segment of audience.

USE CASES & STORIES - Making information
valuable for students, allowing them simple
copy-paste our text to their homework.

COMPONENTS & PARTS - Valuable
information for common mid-level business
management people researching what's going
on different areas of smart industrial

segments. This information is also valuable for mid-level managers in the political area searching for new options to improve their city quality.

SPECIFICATIONS - Valuable information for a project managers or solution analysts during the implementation project preparation, or for
understanding of high-level specifications during the requirement specification process.

PRICE RANGE - Independent estimates of industrial project pricing based on the common implementation pricing of different solutions by
different scope and different price ranges.

CONSULTANCY BOARD - Analytical and statistical part of the encyclopaedia, which includes valuable information for market research and
forecasts based on the tenders, smart solution suppliers and common web-site user behaviour.

The Level 1 and Level 2 hierarchy look pretty
simple. These are more or less independent
units. On the third hierarchical level portfolios
began crossing each other through the
vpossibility of integration. On the fourth level
everything could by integrated. Every
technology (physical or digital) may impact
the other one, on the principles of IoT.

Let's explain the easiest segment -
Transportation. Under this segment are a
variety of Areas, like - Smart Bus, Smart
Railway, Smart Subway, Smart Cars, Smart
Taxi, Smart Ports, Smart Airports, Smart Cargo,
Smart City Traffic and Smart Country Traffic

parts that all need some kind of innovation. Under every Area is a portfolio of services. For example - the Smart Bus portfolio covers: Navigation,
Security, Logistics, Supplies, Bus station systems, Ticketing systems, etc. To cover all areas, it is a catalogue of over 1950 portfolio items, that's
again granularized to smaller parts - products (physical items sold by thousands of smart technology suppliers). Imagine a kind of a neural
network of interacting devices. We have had amazing discussions surrounding the approaches to technological development, up to the level of
quantum theories. It has been pretty hard to keep structure and avoid the information disorder that is all over the internet right now. Especially, the
press-mess in the area of intellectual/smart technologies in line with gadgets, mobile and smart home. That's actually one of the problems I'm
going to solve by this project. We will help properly segment technologies and allow serious hi-tech development businesses to act faster.

Another part of the content serving fundamentals for large product catalogues is the proper categorization at the
project creation stage. The main hierarchy level of the encyclopaedia are Segments, Areas, Portfolios and Products.
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The business part of a platform is constructed based of web-page developed on the same brand graphics style as
encyclopaedia, but using black & white elements only.

The portal represents our Product Portfolio. Core business product portfolio covers the integration consultancy services for Smart City. Typical
out-staff analytics, research & development, project management and business development. Similar services that you likely have seen many
times in all world-wide integration companies. But, we are not selling man-days. We are packing the effort into the boxes called Tender
Products.

We use a specific method to sell our products.
We will force sales productivity by the
business logic behind. A platform for
matching public tender projects with
solutions of smart technology suppliers.
Tender <-> Product matching system.

Another product that we will sell is a business
analytics. Statistics, reports and dossiers
about smart industry development. Analytical
part of the project

goal is to develop industry development prediction platform with high probability of industry-manner forecasting. We are specialised and
focused only to smart technology projects, Internet of Things and blockchain across all commercial business sectors. This smart industry focus
give us advantage against similarly focused competitors. Another product channel we sold is a legal, financial, economical guidance. We will
provide information about the smart city standards, ISO and similar normative documents in a specific form for sale. We plan to serve public,
third-party, as well as own developed analytics that we pack into the product.

The main web-site SmartCityAdvisor.com attraction for a business client will be a daily publishing of news about the financial, economical,
smart projects and grants oriented information related to intellectual-city development products.

Behind this front-end part of the web-site running e-shop solution - showroom for our products presented under the umbrella of the brand
design. This e-shop is connected to a system running on back-end, the business intelligence of the project.
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Aggregation Tools - a data mining robots research into a public tender
portals and mine the data from their web-sites. Later, we expect direct
integration instead of mining. Another set of mining robots research
public web-sites of suppliers of smart technologies and their products.

The data selection during the mining process will be configured by
certain logic to recognise opportunity of data-type interest. As per the
analysis of tendering data for the last 2 years, we recognised business
interest in 9,41% of about 6.136 public tenders on a planned target
market.

Further, the selected data are processing by Business Intelligence that
analyse the data and set category, tag and hierarchy level.
Categorisation process uses the same structure, like we use for Smart
City Encyclopaedia. For the quality purpose there is a set of audit
processes that analyse unverified content and send information to
product analyst (physical employee), who will get into the issue and
setup correct configuration.

When system find match between tender - client, based of the
matched tender data we will develop Lead product.

Our basic tender product is tender application guide/advisor. My
Client is a small-mid-size company, supplier of smart technology.

Our complex tender products portfolio covers a business development services, like - Marketing & Promotion, Sales, Legal, Project and
IT. Our Clients may be both tender participates - buyer and seller, I act as a mediation node.

Our tender product's added value resource is time-saving for research and bureaucracy during the tendering process, a cost-effective business
development option and is a business opportunity tool for smart-technology companies sales acquisition. Our main product cost driver is our
analysis and bureaucracy effort price compared to the client’s costs of using internal staff for the same work quality.

There is a much more to say about the products & sales strategy HERE, but now let's continue with more fundamental principles of the project.

We will develop a platform based on open-minded principles to form a contracting strategy. We will use the traditional sales methods as
mandatory, but we will use a second option to process a project based on blockchain contracting principles.

There are existing many interesting solutions on the blockchain products market, for example Aragon, or Polkadot that may easy and secure
support commercial logistics, transportation or transactional business processes management by blockchain engine.

On the current market is missing the integration connector between the blockchains and industrial business. Moreover, blockchain platforms still
need much more promotion and use cases to succeed on a regulated industrial market. This is another problem that we will solve by this
project. We will act as interaction channel for hundreds of cool blockchain solutions.We will be constantly trying to open them door to industrial
development projects. We will build the adequate sales agents network to force their usability and sale!
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Behind the user interface running physical editorial board with the complex publishing and content quality review process executing by physical
people with support of a half-automated engines for social media networks and 3rd party APIs integrations.

These automations manage publishing of posts and articles prepared by all three portals. Automation manage publishing, special rules for
logical content reposting across all available social networks and manages routines and schedulers to control the right moment to publish post
to the particular audience. We have a content capability to cover the next 5 years of operations.

We have used these number for expression of a distribution power for the branding purpose that we have right now, ready to launch!

We selected online auditory of "impactors" that we split into the 5 targeting groups in areas of Education, Management, Government Employees,
Architecture & Engineering, Administrative Services and Production. Impactor is person, whose social level is around up-to the 3 job position
lower level, or 3 hand-shakes to the strategic smart projects decision maker (either it is CEO of the company, or cabinet of Ministry).

We will start targeting from the comfort position and attract first the cheapest audition. We will use for this purpose the mass social media
analysis tools, like a Social Report and Google Analytics. Later, when encyclopaedia will be running and will be settled all landing pages, we will
support the branding process by google search features. Such mass marketing purpose is for the brand promotion, to become a public and use it
to open the door to decision makers. We plan to create a social bubble in the target country, and on that brand we will build necessary
relationships to become a respected mediation node for connection of development parties to make better cities faster.

The third part of the business, is the marketing, promotion and communication engine for the rest two portals. It is
an automated platform for publishing with full integration to social media networks.

This portal has several operational blocks. Front user interface is a editorial / blog redaction system. Portal releases press, news, education and
relaxation content about smart technologies, green economics in the form acceptable by masses. Again, portal categorisation and tag settings
are based of the same principles like a previous two portals. Purpose of this categorisation is easier maintenance for articles audience
targeting.
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part of the marketing department, because the graphics elements representing solutions are also doing the Brand for other two portals.

the same SmartCityAdvisor that's mainly Sales Network and product presentation portal, but also it's a significant part of content creator for
other two portals. "Build" takes use cases, statistical and pricing data, "MyCity" takes business news and distributes them across all social media
networks.

the same, MakyMyCitySmart.com that is Editorial board, is a slave of other portals sending to him mass of the content that needs to be logically
distributed to the social media networks.

As the complex software eco-system supported by а 182 physical people, by using а modern company operations tools, supporting business by
digital marketing and sales performance tools it makes from the Smart City Network enormous power to support physical sales network - the
profitability engine of the company.

Project model forecasts very promising sales indications in the Smart City segment and related integration services. Be an integration services
provider and going by the basic scope-line of product sales, we expect $159 628 490 of net profit during the next years, with the perception,
that we run project in a single - target country only.

In case, of High-Cap Goal of Funding level, we will plan to re-prioritise multi-country management strategy and
franchising principles planned to the 2027 to an earlier stage. In such scenario we assume exponential business
and profitability results.

We have a bucket of other revenue sources: like a blockchain tendering platform and brokerage services, or grants
support related services. These are open points from the profitability perspective. But who knows? After the
blockchain technology establishment on the commercial market, when we will have a running tendering engine
and brand with right principles, the blockchain tendering may become even core of the business.

The key of the business is cooperation of these three portals and support each other as the single eco-system. Each
part represent work environment of different department. The same like in company departments depend on each
other, the same, these portals, and their engines behind, must optimally drive the company's business direction.

is research and development that analyse the smart industrial market, searching new solutions and catalogue them. But it is also a significant
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A Smart City is an urban area that uses different types of electronic data collection sensors to supply information which is used to manage
assets and resources efficiently. This includes data collected from citizens, devices and assets that is processed and analyzed to monitor and
manage traffic and transportation systems, power plants, water supply networks, waste management, law enforcement, information systems,
schools, libraries, hospitals, and other community services.

The Smart City concept integrates Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and various physical devices connected to the network
(the Internet of Things or IoT) to optimize the efficiency of city operations and services and connect to citizens. Smart City technology allows
city officials to interact directly with both community and city infrastructure and to monitor what is happening in the city and how the city is
evolving.

ICT is used to enhance quality, performance and interactivity of urban services to reduce costs and resource consumption and to increase
contact between citizens and government. Smart City applications are developed to manage urban flows and allow for real-time responses. A
Smart City may therefore be more prepared to respond to challenges than one with a simple "transactional" relationship with its
citizens. According to Prof. Jason Pomeroy in addition to technology, Smart Cities "acknowledge and seek to preserve culture, heritage and
tradition". Yet, the term itself remains unclear to its specifics and therefore, open to many interpretations.

New Internet technologies promoting cloud-based services, the Internet of Things (IoT), real-world user interfaces, use of smart phones and
smart meters, networks of sensors and RFIDs, and more accurate communication based on the semantic web, open new ways to collective action
and collaborative problem solving.

Online collaborative sensor data management platforms are on-line database services that allow sensor owners to register and connect their
devices to feed data into an on-line database for storage and allow developers to connect to the database and build their own applications
based on that data.
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In London a traffic management system known as SCOOT optimises green light time at traffic intersections by feeding back magnetometer and
inductive loop data to a supercomputer, which can coordinate traffic lights across the city to improve traffic throughput.

The city of Santander in Cantabria, northern Spain, has 20,000 sensors connecting buildings, infrastructure, transport, networks and utilities
offers a physical space for experimentation and validation of the IoT functions such as interaction and management protocols, device
technologies, and support services such as discovery, identity management and security. In Santander, the sensors monitor the levels of pollution,
noise, traffic and parking.

Electronic cards (known as smart cards) are another common platform in smart city contexts. These cards possess a unique encrypted identifier
that allows the owner to log into a range of government provided services (or e-services) without setting up multiple accounts. The single
identifier allows governments to aggregate data about citizens and their preferences to improve the provision of services and to determine
common interests of groups. This technology has been implemented in Southampton.

Companies are focused on the IoT based and Smart solutions as a driver of incremental revenue streams based on new products and services.
For example, since the beginning of the year AT&T has introduced a Connected Car service in partnership with a number of automobile
manufacturers, including Audi, GM, Tesla and Volvo, which offer high-speed 3G or 4G connections for a monthly subscription fee of $10. By the
end of 2014, 30 of GM’s 2015 vehicle models will have LTE support, enabling vehicles to act as a Wi-Fi hotspot with connectivity for up to 7
devices, as well as access to OnStar for remote vehicle access, diagnostics and emergency service.

Building the infrastructure to connect the world’s devices. Riding on this super-charged network of “pipes” will be a wave of data that can be
used:

to make lives easier (think: turn on your heat before you get home),

drive efficiency (think: turn on your washing machine when electricity usage and prices fall in the middle of the night),

help us anticipate things without a trip to a specialist (think: full-body health monitors or car engine diagnostics).

Companies are already gathering in competing alliances to set IoT standards such as the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) founded by AT&T,
Cisco, GE, Intel and IBM.

A study by HP found 70% of the most commonly used IoT devices contain security vulnerabilities.
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Global spending on connected and Smart City technologies is expected to grow from $36 billion in 2018 to $133 billion in 2019, according to
BI Intelligence estimates, as cities grapple with exploding urban populations and adopt IoT technologies to better manage resources and
communicate with citizens.

IoT investments will inject an estimated $421 billion back into cities in 2019 through a combination of software, hardware, and installation
revenues, as well as savings gained from increased efficiencies.

Public benefits of connected and Smart City technologies include improved public safety, reduced traffic congestion, improved energy efficiency,
and better citizen communications. For example, implementing connected utility infrastructure, such as smart electricity meters, could promote
energy sustainability, cut operational costs, and improve quality of life by reducing pollution from nearby power plants.

The world economics allocate 4% in average to the industrial projects development. 0,5% of projects are supplied by kind of Smart solution. For
the most of the the cases, one of the solution delivery parameter is to improve process effectivity, that's the delivery part of this project.
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Is generally regarded as the leading region for Smart-City development.

Pan-European regulations that aim to drive down fossil fuel emissions have also been a major factor in Smart City development in the region.

Is generally regarded as the leading region for Smart City development speed.

The leading Asia countries in the smart sector development are China and India. Both solving the infrastructure and logistics problems across
all the regions, cities and connections between them. India gives huge effort to the Smart City Mission and selection of 191 cities to develop.

As the Europian and American infrastructure quality and coverage is on the higher level, the countries with high population are the most urgent
sectors for industrial and infrastructure development. With the highest implementation speed, it is Asia who is the opportunity-partner for smart

technologies development and implementation to infrastructure during the next 10 years. As
urban areas become exponentially more populated over the next decade, cities will
increasingly adopt IoT technologies to lower infrastructure costs, more effectively interact with
residents and enhance urban services, like meter parking and public Wi-Fi. For Lanast Co.
purposes, the company define Smart Cities as cities that centralize the aggregation and
analysis of data from various types of IoT devices and systems they've installed in order to
improve efficiencies. As cities' populations swell, Lanast Co. expect to see greater
implementation of connected municipal technologies. The UN projects that 2.5 billion people
will be added to the world’s urban population by 2050,

bolstering the percentage of the global population living in cities from 54% to 66%. Billions of people moving into urban areas will place
pressure on municipalities similar to the overcrowding, heavy road congestion, and extreme air pollution faced in Asia's mega cities.

Three of the top five global Smart Cities in Juniper Research’s 2016 rankings are European. The European Commission has earmarked 365
million euros to back the European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities, which has been tasked with developing
partnerships between city governments, technology providers and researchers to accelerate smart-city development.
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According to focus groups of people participating as decision makers for the different commercial market areas, the main driver for smart
technologies implementation is increment of operational efficiency and cost reduction. The main obstacles and development blocking part is
the cost of hi-tech solutions.

The main driver of Smart Cities development is sensors production. Every smart solution is supplied by kind of sensor for measurement different
kind of activity or parameters. These sensors are producing data for business logic. Another driver is Internet of Things.
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According to Lanast Co.'s analysts, the company decided to divide segments based on the Goldman Sachs standard, into 5 categories. Wearables,
Connected cars and Connected homes become known on the retail market already, people are using them, companies promoting them.
Connected cities and Industrial internet exists on the market even more time, but from the promotion perspective and understanding the
necessity of these technologies nobody cares. Only companies, that are producing these products, but it's not enough. Let's go through segments
step-by-step.

Wearables are already common on the market. People are talking
about them, people are using them. There exists a huge base of
promoters, bloggers and similar ways to talk about products and
increase their publicity on market. For Lanast Co., this is retail segment
and Lanast Co. is not interesting in it from the business point of view.

Connected cars are covered by their producers and manufacturers by
kind of standard solutions, small smart things making live comfortable.
Lanast Co. is not interested in this segment as its mainly retail market.

Connected homes are getting popular day by day. There is a minimal
percentage of apartments and houses covered by smart technology to
control lights, blinds, garage doors, heating, and so on. Also a very
popular topic in the current century, popular on internet and
newspapers. For Lanast Co. it's also retail segment and Lanast Co. is
not going to enter business into this area.

Wearables, cars and homes are not interesting from the business

perspective, but this does not mean that Lanast Co. will not write about them, because Smart Cities are delivered on the principle of 50

Smart technologies and IoT usability is flexible across all industries connected to country infrastructure. Almost all existing processes on
technological and operational level will be modernised during the next years. From e-government and connected services, through the logistics
and infrastructure effectivity, to energy distribution and consumption effectivity. Government as well as enterprise and retail.
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technology/50 people. Lanast Co. will use this topics to talk with the people during our promotions. The last 2 categories, Connected cities and
Industrial Internet in sectors that Lanast Co. is interested to enter by business.

As for the Connected Cities - communication, electricity, logistics systems and management of city services are sectors in which Lanast Co. is
going to enter. Sectors, for which Lanast Co. will build tender platforms for solutions that need to be implemented and match them with the
solutions of our customers-suppliers of smart technologies.

The last level - Industrial Internet, industrial smart direction. And this is already the case with the standard set that Lanast Co. uses in our
encyclopedia. Transportation, buildings, commercial business, energy, public services, infrastructure, media, data, technology, education,
healthcare are our industrial segment and Lanast Co. is going to cover this with smart technologies of our customers, our suppliers.

As more IoT devices are shipped and installed to facilitate city functioning, Lanast Co. projecting that the installed base of IoT devices in
connected and Smart Cities will grow from 1 billion this year to 6.2 billion in 2019. Lanast Co.'s estimates are built off of our previous
forecasts for government spending and adoption of IoT devices. Lanast Co. evaluated government spending on the IoT and determined that it
would be heavily weighted toward city upgrades going forward, with the remainder going to military applications, like drones and robots, and
deployments in rural areas. Lanast Co. then created a future-looking forecast by taking into account city population growth and other industry
trends.

The IoT will be by far the largest device market in the world. Lanast Co. estimate by 2019 there will be 23.3 billion active IoT devices
connected to the internet, with the installed base growing by a five-year compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 57% from 2014 through the
end of the forecast period.

According to previous years market results, the leader industry of smart technologies and IoT implementation is the manufacture and the main
driver was the speed, production and logistics. The traditional data storage models and internal business intelligence systems becoming to the
new trend of cloud solutions and infrastructure.
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Urbanisation in India has been largely unplanned and thus both spatial planning and maintenance of urban infrastructure has remained highly
unsatisfactory. India, as a country still carries the tagline of a developing nation despite its growing economy and therefore it is necessary to
take the right steps to realise its ambitions.

The Indian government's initiative to implement 100 Smart Cities in India within the next two decades is an ambitious attempt considering the
current standing of urban India. India launching its Smart Cities project is a step towards future-proofing it's cities that require careful analysis
and planning before implementation.

One of India's frequent reference points is it's neighbor China, which has consistently seen far higher levels of urbanisation and had initiated
Smart Cities pilot projects several years before India.

India as a target market to start. If we have a look to the whole world, Europe is saturated, plus it’s infrastructure is on high level. All the tenders
and deals for smart technologies are made by big partners like Siemens or HP. Plus the market is oversaturated by bureaucracy.

If we consider the USA, it’s the same, plus very strong market for start with it’s silicon valley and big players. Lanast Co. doesn’t consider them as
a right market to start.

If we take a look at countries with developing economy like Russia, China, Kazakhstan which make security projects. Asia is a perfect market to
enter.

First, because development and population of these countries grows extremely, cities are overpopulated and there is no need to make any
analytics. If we take from consideration such countries like Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia analytics proves that in such countries like India,
Bangladesh, Indonesia, Vietnam digital infrastructure of tenders is in a very poor level.

Quality of websites is bad, quality of provided information is bad too. Level of corruption is high and based of our analysis, about 44% of all
tenders are manipulated, by statistics of countries. So the ideal country to enter the market is India if we show qualified solutions, right
information and lead the marketing to the right direction.

It’s obvious, that in the beginning when we will enter the tender market we will enrage them, interrupt and we need to be friends to prevent
reverse attacks, sabotages. But when we will work in the market for a year and include our clients to all interesting tenders, one part of them
will get used to it. They won’t be able to refer to corruption all the time, if we insistently put our projects to all tenders. That’s why it’s India.
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Concerning India we can add that it is the country where the brand encyclopedia will work, because it’s the colorful and cheerful country. India is
the country of colors where people like diversity. It’s the other factor of choosing India as a country to start campaign and develop a brand.

It’s also should be mentioned about India’s Smart City Mission which was started in 2015 where defined 101 cities in which is planned to
implement smart technologies, investigate efficiency of technologies. That means that governance supports it on high level.

If we have a look at social network analytics we see that India is very active in propaganda of smart solutions in cities. If we look through social
network we see that India is organizer of many events and university conferences in smart solution implementation.

India’s Case - Smart Cities Mission is an urban renewal and retrofitting program by the Government of India with a mission to develop 100 cities (the target has been revised to 109

cities) all over the country making them citizen friendly and sustainable.

Ministry of Urban Development has shortlisted these cities as part of Smart Cities challenge. India plans to have 100 Smart Cities by 2022. Out
of which 60 have been chosen - 20 in January 2016, 13 in May 2016 and 27 in September 2016. The remaining will be picked by 2018.

First 20 smart cities start receiving funding from Government of India. As part of the mission, GOI will provide central assistance of ₹2 billion
(US$30 million) each during this financial year (2016-17), followed by ₹1 billion (US$15 million) per year during the next three years. The
remaining investment has to come from the states, urban bodies and the consortium that they form with corporate entities.

GOI has encouraged municipal bodies to raise funding through municipal bonds. Traditionally, these agencies were dependent on funding from
state or central government for major projects.

Many Smart Cities like Pune and Ahmedabad has received their credit ratings. Some cities are in the process to get the same. The cities will
require an investment of ₹43 billion (US$ 700 million) in Smart mobility solutions only, excluding investment in civil infrastructure. These
projects aim to create soft infrastructure to make cities smart. The cities will require to raise funding through external sources, as well as, will
need to invite private participation to execute these.

The International Association of Public Transport (UITP) opened it's first Liaison Office in the region in Bangalore, India, in March 2007. The
office was inaugurated by N. Chaluvarayaswamy, Honorable Minister for Transport, Government of Karnataka (GOK) and Chairman, Bangalore
Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC), in the presence of Hans Rat, former Secretary General, UITP, D. Tangaraj, Principal Secretary
Transport, GOK, and Upendra Tripathy, Managing Director, BMTC and various other dignitaries of public transport sector in the country. UITP and
BMTC signed a Memorandum of Understanding providing full administrative support in the establishment and running of the India Office at
Bangalore.

The prime objective of the Indian office is to better address the specific needs of Indian members and the public transport sector and its
stakeholders in the country. To provide services such as:

•Offering assistance and services to public transport undertakings in India through access to state of the art knowledge on national and
international technical and policy developments in urban mobility, peer reviews, projects and studies on specific issues of concern

•Supporting public transport development in India through operational and policy training, data collection, international benchmarking, etc.

•Promoting international exchanges on public transport incorporating Indian examples

•To support the public transport sector in India regarding the latest technologies and systems through organising national, international
conferences, seminars, workshops, and study tours on public transport in India and overseas.

Several researchers have compared the distinct differences between the urbanisation paths chosen by India and China. Sankhe, Vittal, & Mohan
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(2011) highlight that India had a far greater level of urbanisation than China until 1950 but China marched ahead strongly, so that by 2005 41%
of China’s population lived in cities as against 29% in India for the same period. They also note that China had created a model for internal
practices for this urban transformation that was consistent in terms of governance, urban planning, shape and pattern of urbanization policies
across throughout the country and within the cities. On the contrary, India had underinvested on urban infrastructure spending with a relatively
small amount of $17 per capita as against $ 116 by China (Dobbs & Sankhe, 2010). The other crucial observation is that the mayors of China’s
major cities were entrusted with more power and accountability than their Indian counterparts. The key difference in the urbanisation paths
chosen by the two countries is that China has made a deliberate and systematic approach to managing its urban growth, while India barely
noticed the inherent transformation that was occurring within. While China invested more on its cities than the demand, India underinvested.
Therefore, it was the need of the hour for India to initiate drastic measures to cater to the growing demand for meeting infrastructure shortages.

One of the key visions highlighted by the new Indian Central government that came into power in 2014 was to build 100 Smart Cities as
satellite towns of larger cities in India within the next 20 years, which was followed by allocating funds in the 2014-15 annual financial budgets
(Bhattacharya et. al., 2015) . This triggered a huge interest not only within the country but also from various countries including Singapore,
Germany, USA, Japan who are offering technological assistance (Sathiamoorthy, 2016). However, this initiative by the Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi is considered by Poole (2014) as a response to China’s inclusion of Smart Cities doctrine in its grand urban plan. The Draft
Concept Note on Smart Cities released by the Government of India identifies the growing pressure on urban areas of developing countries and
the need for an organised growth to accommodate the future growth patterns (MoUD-GoI, 2014). Given a country of India’s size in terms of
population, though a delayed process, this is a crucial step leading to the future and that leads to India to look at best practices by other
countries. Bhan (2014) rings in a word of caution regarding this venture that these entrepreneurial new Smart Cities proposed do seem to be
driven by corporate interests that could end up becoming oversized gated communities and exclusive zones that further deepen the social
divide. The Smart Cities Mission is intended to be one of the key national priorities along with Swachh Bharat or Clean India Mission, Make in
India and Digital India.

A city which is two steps ahead of its citizen's needs is a Smart City, said Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the launch of the 100 Smart Cities
Mission. "As the world looks to India, we have to work towards reaching the world standard. We can't feel disheartened that the world has
progressed and we missed the bus," Modi said. He also launched the Housing for All by 2022 and Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban
Transformation (AMRUT).

PPP model

The country will now look to public private partnership model and innovative ways of financing to make these schemes successful, he said. The
Cabinet had in April approved about 1 lakh crore investment on urban development under Smart Cities Mission and the Atal Mission for
Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation of 500 cities (AMRUT) with outlays of Rs 48,000 crore and Rs 50,000 crore, respectively.

City Challenge Competition

Each Smart City, selected through a ‘City Challenge Competition’, would get a Central assistance of Rs 100 crore per year for five years. Each
state will shortlist a certain number of Smart City aspirants and they will prepare Smart City proposals for further evaluation for extending
central support, a statement from the Ministry of Urban Development had said. It will be followed by a city challenge.

The project intends to promote adoption of smart solutions to enhance the quality of urban life and provide a clean and sustainable
environment.

Area based approach

It will be implemented through ‘area based’ approach consisting of retrofitting, redevelopment, pan-city initiatives and development of new
cities. Under retrofitting, deficiencies in an identified area will be addressed through necessary interventions, the statement added. Pan-city
components could be interventions like Intelligent Transport Solutions that benefits all residents by reducing the commuting time. The focus
will be on core infrastructure services such as adequate and clean water supply, sanitation and solid waste management, efficient urban mobility
and public transportation, affordable housing for poor, power supply, robust IT connectivity, governance, especially e-governance and citizen
participation, safety and security of citizens, health and education and sustainable urban environment. Under Housing for All, the Government
aims to build 2 crore houses by 2022. AMRUT targets upgrading urban infrastructure across 500 towns and cities.
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For better sorting Lanast Co. decided to setup customers profiles based on the content type consumption. Different
range of products Lanast Co. is targeting to different customer base. Again, as the whole project architecture, it's
about 3 portals.

is editorial board. Publishing newspapers, social networks targeting content and our business content. The purpose of the portal is to get as
much people to visit site, as possible, and Lanast Co. assume based on prognosis to get base of millions listeners.

Customers of MakeMyCitySmart.com are low/middle/big companies who want to have paid ads on our website. Lanast Co. offers context and
banner ads.

Listeners of MakeMyCitySmart.com are common people between 17-49 years. More details read on Marketing Strategy.

is encyclopaedia. There is a huge diversity of the content recipients of this site. Site content is categorised to different types from the easiest
text kind, to deep technical specification level. Let’s understand how web site content is categorised and and why it’s useful.

For every product, there is

L1 - Overall Information - where in a dozen of words is easy presented general principles of the smart technology. Overall information is
written under pedagogical review and must be understood by everyone - from children to adults.

L2 - Use Cases. Stories, that's ideal information for students who work on some project and gain information from our website.

L3 - Components. Served by encyclopaedia for pre-sales managers, sales managers, solutions architectures who explore the implementation in
the beginning, or who wants to understand how technology does work.

L4 - Specification is a section which could be a paid service in the future, because it will contain detailed solution specification that Lanast Co.
will communicate with partners (our future clients). Client of this site chapter is an engineer in the company who need to analyse how does the
technology work, or what parameters it should have. Another client is middle-class government manager who is looking for information to
understands the details of implementation of future smart products that he has to implement.

L5 - Price range chapter of the site is targeted to low/middle/big size companies or government apparatus who are looking for pre-
implementation information for RFC (Request for Change) preparation. Client of this section is a manager, on the level -2 and -1 from the
budgeting responsibility level of some smart project.

For us, this part of site is lead-founder tool and if someone click to this section that means that he is interested in buying/selling solutions,
Lanast Co. grabs him by web site monitoring and try to convert into the SmartCityAdvisor.com client.
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is analytics, statistics and sales portal. Customers of this portal are sorted into three groups.

First customer type is employee of small organisation up-to 25 employees. Company is kind of an integrator who resale complex solution.
Basically, doing part of the same work as Lanast Co. is planning, but they are focused to technical part without sufficient sales power. Lanast Co.
will give them this power.

Second customer type is company, up-to 50 employees, which has it’s own production and offers own solution. Company again is focused on
technical part without sufficient sales power. Lanast Co. will give them this power.

Third customer type is a small size company, up to 500 employees, which have their own production of smart solution, or is an integrator who
resale complex integration solution. Company has sufficient power to act individually and is ready to pay for opportunity analysis.

The sales plan is forecasted for the 5 years of sales operation from the kick-off date set on February, 2021. The sales operations run based on
sales effectivity forcing applications with gamification principles and sales performance features. On this are set quarterly campaigns and key
performance indicators that mirroring the sales plan milestones. Every quarter sales stage is supported by marketing campaign with the
concrete stage story to fill. The gamification is the most important parameter for sales results.

Every quarter will be released special performance reports for the company pubic board with the results, the best performers, the weaknesses
and recommendations for the further process optimisation for better results.

Sales plan forecasting is based on weighted average, but with very pessimistic estimations of both three parameters (Optimistic-Pessimistic-
Real). Lanast Co. expects at the end of Q2/2021 after the sales launch to get the first sale. Lanast Co. has batch of products, each split to several
sub-areas.

As told, Lanast Co. is planning to run tender product preparation and tender products sales for the Q2/2021. In the beginning Lanast Co. doesn't
expect any profitability. Once Lanast Co. will finish development of the robots and matching systems Lanast Co. expects that during the first year
the company will be able to create every month 52 lead products that Lanast Co. will use for the marketing targeting and the first interaction
with clients. During the first year Lanast Co. expects 1% of the penetration of this lead products and get some feedback or action from the
client. In absolute values it is about 2 basic products sale during the month.

It’s not too much, but this is just a beginning of a long run, so Lanast Co. expects very slow start. Believe for better results, but expect the worst.

For the sales beginning Lanast Co. will start sale simple products only. For the first year Lanast Co. doesn’t expect that the company will sell
anything. Because, firstly Lanast Co. needs to bring the brand image to the market and only then the company can start to adequately sell the
extended or more complex products for our clients. Next years Lanast Co. will be growing slowly on the lead products penetration up to the 9%
at the end of the 5th year of operations. In absolute values this will do 184 simple product sale during the month.

After one year of sales operations Lanast Co. is going to run the complex product portfolio promotion. Lanast Co. expects in the beginning 10%
product penetration from the basic products volume. Attention. Not from the tender overall volume, but from already engaged volume of simple
products. In chain it will look like Lanast Co. sells simple product, Lanast Co. will get engagement of the client to this product and Lanast Co. will
try to sell the higher products to the client. So Lanast Co. expects in the beginning 10% of penetration of the higher products sale. In the end,
that means after 5th year of operations, Lanast Co. expects up to 39% penetration of the complex products from the simple products volume
used by marketing. This is in general about sales plan of the tendering products.

During the tender product sale Lanast Co. will be running development of Report and Statistics products. Lanast Co. has 2 kind of sales
strategies here. The first one is the subscription wise, that means Lanast Co. will collect some initial base of the statistic reports regarding to
smart technologies and smart cities development. These reports Lanast Co. will sell separately one-by-one, but also uses the to get the clients
subscription. Along with simple reports and statistics Lanast Co. also has complex reports and services. This report products will have different
marketing strategy that will be at significantly higher volume of the e-commerce promotions, because it’s the product that finished. It doesn’t
need any other action from the company. The company finished statistics, report, Lanast Co. published it and that’s it.
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SalesStrategy Product Portfolio

The next products are reports and dossiers. Regarding to complex report penetration Lanast Co. expects 3% penetration from the volume of
simple report volume. Up to the 20% penetration on the 5th year of operations, because Lanast Co. is planning to sell this report products to the
company's clients as a part of tendering complex products.

The last one are dossiers where there is complex reporting of the industries and technologies usable for the company budgeting and sales
preparation phases. Lanast Co. expects in the beginning 0% of penetration, because the company is young and Lanast Co. won’t be able to use
the image to create the trust level between the client and the company. So, in the beginning Lanast Co. won’t sell anything. After 5th year of
operations Lanast Co. expects 2% of penetration from the volume of complex report. It’s not too much in absolute values. Absolute is 35 reports
per month after 5 years of operations. But, the price of reports is significantly different from the simple of complex report.

Such kind of reports are important and popular for the business development opportunity research of the companies. With reporting products
Lanast Co. is not connected to any country. Lanast Co. is creating country wise reporting as well as global wise reporting about the smart
industry development. So the targeting of the marketing campaigns will be worldwide and not focused on Russia, India connection as planned
for Tender products.

Like a light colour spectre from Infra-red to Ultra-violet covers full colour palette, also the Smart City Enterprise slogan covers all Smart City
related industries and service spectre Lanast Co. is going to cover by our product coverage. Industrial spectre at the moment covers 12
Segments, 144 Areas, 2448 Portfolios and over the 13800+ products of market size of 4% of World GDP.

According to market analysis, the city development tendering market and its current rules for exploitation public tenders are not enough. Lanast
Co. executed an analysis of 28 tender portals available publicly in India through which both the state and commercial sector publish their
tenders. Half of them are powered by government, the rest are owned by private companies. Lanast Co. performed analytics of the quality of
sites, namely, ease of use, the ability to search data between tenders and so on.

Based on the data, Lanast Co. creates the lead product first, that carries the basic data about the tender.
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Table 1 - TENDER PORTALS QUALITY ANALYSIS

When Lanast Co. has lead product ready, there are the phases which the company calls Hits. Hit - digital commerce process by e-mail, social
networks promotion tool. Lanast Co. runs the promotion campaign to support every sales quarter period.

For the beginning Lanast Co. has our supplier base ready, which currently has 280 Russian companies. In fact, there are tens of thousands of
companies in the market in this smart technologies segment in the world. But as a small company, Lanast Co. has to learn to grow and play on
the market first, before the mass acquisition.

Lanast Co. decided that the company starts with Russian-speaking companies because, if we look at the Russian market, the quality or
technological level of Russia in at the same level as the whole western world, even sometimes better. Russia in cooperation with Korea and
other Asian countries at a sufficiently high on technological level to easily compete with Western or American solutions. And the market is 30
percent cheaper in comparison to western solution usually implemented these days.

Therefore, Lanast Co. selected these 280 interesting players from Russia, which will be the first target group for the hit company. Lanast Co.
launch a hit - this includes promotion, monitoring and analysis what users are doing, where are watching, how respond, where they are holding
the mouse, where they are looking, which are interested, how many scrolls are made, and so on.

Lanast Co. is going to conduct the selling plan very aggressively, therefore Lanast Co. will persistently sell. If the client shows any degree of
interest, it means when he clicks the first time, the company's systems instantly catch the data and immediately connect the selling processes:
initiate call him to meet, chat, discuss, send mail. In short, work with the client on to sell something to him, the beginning of sales run process.

After the finish of the hit period Lanast Co. analyse quarterly generated period, the company will perform evaluation, sees what happened, what
was the reaction. Sum up the quarterly, Lanast Co. will tie up the next campaign and go on. On this quarterly mode Lanast Co. will adjust further
the hyper forms and indicators for salespeople, adjust their goals, volume, gamification to make it right and convenient to work with their goals
and solicit sales. This is all about the sales process.

In principle, Lanast Co. can say that 90% of them don’t work. The
company used the categories ABC to express above described quality
parts.

Lanast Co. found 2 tender platforms which can be considered as real
competitors and both of those platforms are aggregator of tenders. But
the aggregator of all tenders. All the common operational mess of
tendering office supplies, or other small maintenance related staff. The
company going to do the same work as these aggregators, but Lanast

Co. is going to look only at smart solutions.

The rest of these 28 portals, sorry to say - is real technology, usability
trash! Trash in which it is difficult to navigate and it is impossible to
find anything. If you find it, you will not find it again, because you can
not tick it anywhere. In short, it is difficult to be, non-transparent,
inconvenient, it is necessary to be changed.

So, Lanast Co. looked through these tender portals, looked at the data,
went through several hundred tenders, looked at the documentation,
looked at what kind of contracts there, and so on. And determined the
average cost of the public tender decision which was set at 88 502
€ per tender. With this number of tenders for our analysts, 9.41% can
be solved by the variant of smart technologies. 9.41% is equivalent to
576 tenders per month, that the company need to scan, gather from
them necessary data in the proper format for the preparation of our
products. Then Lanast Co. needs marketing help to distribute to the
grid. For sale forecasting Lanast Co. sets a penetration level starting
from 1% of selected amount up to 9% from the tendering monthly
volume.

Table 2 - TEDNER INTEREST VOLUME AND AVERAGE TENDER PRICE
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In fact, similar process occurs at the second level of our product Reporting. In total, Lanast Co. has three types of reporting.

Simple is the standard statistics where Lanast Co. will collect data on how people behave. Short business information, plus data on tenderers,
etc. The company looks at how it sells, how corrupted, how Lanast Co. collects and releases small reports. In general, Cheap reports and try to
attract people to these statistic reports on the subscription. This makes sense after three years of business, when Lanast Co. already has enough
of these reports so that if they pay, they have already paid for something. These reports for 5 years are going to collect about 480, but this is
only the first report product simple.

The next if a Complex product, where Lanast Co. is going to collect 144 reports during this period. This is already a comprehensive reporting on
some direction. Over this person will work a month, financial and technical analyst one who will collect all the statistics, data. And creates a
standard 45 page opportunity report on the industry where further move the company. Where to behave, where to look at potential business
and so on. Standard Business Opportunity Report.

The last report is access to the Dossier, so the company calls it. This is a complex report which is either on order, or the company conducts
standard forecasting reporting during the year, the company releases 96 dossiers during this time. This is a global comprehensive reporting, a
report of 120 pages of serious text and specific statistics. Leave the dossier work long for a few people. This is product - Reports.
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In this chapter Lanast Co. will review products that the company is planning to sale in the future but Lanast Co. is not including them in the
budgeting part. The company has some calculations and expectations of this products value for the future but Lanast Co. is not streamlining
them to public because Lanast Co. is in ongoing analysis of the profitability of this products, plus the company would like to leave the space for
shares value volatility by keeping open another channels and profitability levels. The current calculation based on the core products is showing
satisfactory profitability level to have a valid business case. That means, even with basic products that Lanast Co. is budgeting in this project
phase the company is reasonably profitable and the company doesn't need to include other products based on speculations or incomplete
analysis.

Lanast Co. has many directions in which the company is planning to go, or what the company is planning to do, and where Lanast Co. is planning
to earn. Let us brief about the few of them.

Lanast Co. will start with the most important product - blockchain. The technical part blockchain platform, principles in the technical part of this
project was already explained. But here is one profitable product that Lanast Co. is planning to sell to clients. Most probably it will be based on
the fee from the transaction between the project and smart contract stakeholders. So Lanast Co. will take the fee 0.5% of the tender product.

Except of the tendering fee the company will also sell the additional services, additional consultancy men-days for the paper work and help to
process the project as fast as possible. Lanast Co. has included in plan development of this product, but the company does not include revenue
of this product to the business case.

The next of the products Lanast Co. is planning to sell is the common advertising. Lanast Co. has 3 portals SmartCityBuild.com - encyclopaedia,
SmartCityAdvisor.com - business portal, MakeMyCitySmart.com - newspapers. Lanast Co. is planning to sell common advertising on our portals,
Lanast Co. expects that the company will have hundred millions social network followers including Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, twitter etc.,
the company will have hundred thousand, later millions accesses to our sites per day so Lanast Co. will use it for advertisement. Lanast Co.
doesn't plan to use common AdSense type of advertising which is used at the beginning. The company will have our own engines and
advertisement strategy. This mass advertising is not the solution that suits us. With growing the volume of users accessing our systems, our
webs Lanast Co. can select adequate advertising of the huge companies related to the smart technologies.

SmartCityBuild.com - encyclopaedia will be without common or standard advertisement banners. It is encyclopedia without this disturbing
effect.

SmartCityAdvisor.com - business Lanast Co. includes some advertisement that will be for huge or very valuable companies. And even that
Lanast Co. will really think trice if the company really want to have some advertisement on the site. And if yes, in graphics format that's
according to the design strict rules.

MakeMyCitySmart.com - news will be of course used for advertising of any partners, Smart City solution suppliers available on the marketing in
different size of the advertisement elements.

The next advertisement product (channel) that Lanast Co. is planning to implement is related to SmartCityBuild.com - encyclopaedia. It will be
kind of mystery (hidden) advertisement, because it won’t be as a common banner. Lanst Co. expects that it will be a part of encyclopaedia like a
hidden context. The company has sections in product items where you can find different kind of solutions, use cases, and different kind of price
ranges of a solutions, that’s the place where will be very useful promoting solutions of our partners. It will be not disturbing for eyes of the
common audience. User, who is not searching this kind of information won’t be disturbed by banners and he won’t see that during the browsing
encyclopaedia at all. But, the user who is interested in technologies, prices will see that even if he don’t think the it is advertisement. It will be
some kind of mystery advertisement. So, this is another product that Lanast Co. is planning to include in the company's product portfolio.
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Lanast Co. expects that the company will have encyclopedia after 2-3 years. The company will have encyclopedia with 13800+ items with 12
drawings regarding smart areas. Drawing like you can see on the front page of this business story. So, the company is planning to make
catalogues, e-books, physical books. The company is planning to distribute digital catalogue every year, it won’t be like product catalogue, it will
be promotion of web encyclopedia for money. It will be nice, it will be like a book. The company will make several versions for children up to 10
years, another for children up to 15 years,. Parents will pay for this nice book. Also the one book version will be customised and text adjusted for
the older audience.

When Lanast Co. will have fine-tuned all encyclopaedia products in some final version (there will never be a final version because the
technology development growing fast, so the company must always research and include new parts) and the company will cover all the areas of
smart industries and the company will have graphic material for this content, Lanast Co. will release a physical book in different languages.
Lanast Co. will sell it in common book stores in physical and digital form, but physical form is more important from the branding image and
from acknowledgment of users about us.

Another product Lanast Co. is planning to sell to our clients will come later once Lanast Co. will have image and name - Grants. Grant for the
research and development of smart areas. As a first, Lanast Co. will be publishing information about valuable grants in the same form like Lanast
Co. is publishing tenders. The company will promote it through social networks. Lanast Co. will have 2 parts of this grant product. The first one
will be promotion of us. Lanast Co. will do that as a free service for students of universities and colleges. The company will help to pass through
the bureaucracy with paper work. The company will help students to apply their project to get the grants. It will promote us. The next part will
be non profitable organizations that are working on research. Lanast Co. will be doing this as a postpaid service because it will be work with
paper-documents, with rising project to get grant. When they will get grant, the part of the management fees that are planned in the budget will
be our services.

The next product Lanast Co. is planning are events. The company is planning to participate in conferences, university programs as a presenter,
sometime as an organiser of the event. Common conferences, events organization.

The last product Lanast Co. is planning to serve is related to man-days sell. The company is going to consult buyers. Especially the government
employees will be in target for the company's focus. That means Lanast Co. is going to make name in smaller cities, not only capitals and big
cities. Smaller cities that have money for city development, but they don’t have experience, specialist, even they don’t know that such smart
solution exists. Cities which development is related for example to agriculture. They are developing slower, they have lower budgeting. The
quality of administration and bureaucracy, organization of city is much lower than in big cities. Lanast Co. is going to take these cities by selling
them consultancy services, for preparing requirement for change and all the paper bureaucracy preparation on the highest quality level. Lanast
Co. plans serve such quality, that when they send it to capital for approval, they should be surprised what a high quality document they received
from the region. Something that they are not able to do by themselves.

Lanast Co. has seen many documentation of tendering solutions, there is a huge space for improvement. They are missing a lot of information.
Lanast Co. has seen very often that the capability of the writer of the document is on a very low level. Lanast Co. can help with this, and Lanast
Co. will sell additional consultancy man-days for this products.
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In current internet exist about 1600 web-sites and over the 850 social profiles and groups making something about "smart technologies for
Smart Cities". The rest 99% of the internet content about smart technologies are specialised suppliers of some small concrete solutions, or
presentation pages of cities implemented some technology, but no-one is doing the global education platform to grow-up motivated young
builders of cities in the future (5-10 years).

There also exist tendering platforms and web sites. Lanast Co.
registered to many of them and can say openly that minimal 50% of
them. It is really sorry to say but it will not become to white-paper, but
they are a total bull-shit! Zero usability, complicated categorisation
principles, zero searching quality and technologies from the 90's. Try
to research them by yourself...try this or this :) Enjoy…

Lanast Co. has selected 649 competitors on websites who are doing
something closer to what Lanast Co. does. Competitors are divided to 2
sections, first one is for websites, the second one concerning social
networks. The websites section was divided to 2 groups: websites and
online-newspapers. So, all the competitors must work with information
about Smart City, smart technologies, innovations, plus Lanast Co. also
searched them by "future technologies" and "gigs" keywords. All, except
retail market.
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Lanast Co. has about 150 big / grown competitors in newspaper / social network activity sections to MakeMyCitySmart.com portal - newspapers
about different smart city technologies in different direction. The number of competitors who work only with something about Smart City equals
to 38.

There does not exist adequate Smart City technologies consultancy company, as well, there does not exist any consultancy company that may
help companies and regional cities to pass through the smart solution implementation and bureaucracy. They often even don't have specialists
who can write adequate RFC for implementation, for example, some agriculture related project. Often, they even don't know that such
technologies exist and cost the same money that they will pay for regular solution implementation.

Smart City Advisor is unique consultancy company on the market!

There are many players on the highest business levels who are doing smart technologies development and implementations in billion dollar
level. They all are running own research or they are suppliers of concrete technology. Lanast Co. is not going to compete with them, because
anyway, if Lanast Co. build sufficiently strong and sustainable brand, they all may become our clients in tendering processes and come deeper in
cities than capitals.

Our unique connection of brand evoking emotions - connected to presentation of technologies valuable for everyone Citizen - Government -
Business - Environment (healthy earth) delivers unique product to web-world.

Somebody may negotiate that we have a Wikipedia, as encyclopaedia where we find everything. Yes, we have, Lanast Co. is using that too. Also,
part of this site is from this source. But, Wikipedia is not enough detailed and not enough structured for this purpose. Wikipedia doesn't know
how to work with infographics. Wikipedia is not understandable for everyone.

The complexity of information streamlining by Smart City Enterprise across all Education-Business needs making this project unique!
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At this moment Lanast Co. follows our plan for the next 7 years of the project duration. In a strategy and plan
everything is calculated by the parameters of impressions, by the price of click to our web sites or social network.

The prices are different from the cheapest one Facebook with the price of 0,01$ per action up to the Google and LinkedIn price starting in
0,20$ per action. Further categorisation is divided to groups based on the quality of the social network resources. There are 6 categories:
A,B,C,D,E,F based on the quality of targeting resource. It means how expensive is to achieve audience from the common people up to the
executive management of companies. The highest one is Google AdWord with the price 6$ per click. For such price Lanast Co. expects click of
CEO, CEO -1 of big company. It is a big investment to the digital campaign to attract serious people, that's why the marketing budget doing the
significant part of the project budget.
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Campaigns are divided to the company growing directions, like for example, Main story, Transportation, Energy, etc. Lanast Co. will use different
strategies and methods, from the common news, through viral marketing up to the complete story telling missions. Part of marketing channels,
for example, for campaign “Who we are” will be in a form of video, animations and infographics. Campaigns are prepared for the 7 years of
operations and Lanast Co. is planning to purposefully distribute them by certain logic.

Following the high level overview of campaigns and their duration:

Lanast Co. has identified 1 349 000 000 people, citizens of India. Lanast Co. divided them by internet penetration (how many people from this
number will have the internet access). Then the company identified direction of interests, their job titles and their location. To be more concrete,
Lanast Co. selected interest: information technologies, production, sales, art & entertainment, administrative services, computation and
mathematics, construction and extraction, transportation, architecture and engineering, management, education and government employees.

From the targeting logic Lanast Co. identified 123 998 042 people, that work or will work (students) in organisations and government
structures and may somehow impact the future of cities development projects on the technical, analytical or strategical - decision makings
position. These are the people who Lanast Co. is planning to reach during the marketing campaigns execution.
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These are people who are divided to 5 groups of interests. The General group covers common people without special business interest for us,
but necessary for brand building. The Education group, those who engages in learning processes. Futurists group those who are interested in
different new things. Logisticians those who work in transportation direction, which includes logistics, warehouses etc. The last is Government
where we’ll focus to green economics, financial and project themes.

The last and the most important part of marketing is properly configured SEO. How many digital campaigns look at keywords which are in top of
search engine.

Lanast Co. will work on different types of directions of work with keywords of the content which will be published on MakeMyCitySmart.com,
SmartCityBuild.com and SmartCityAdvisor.com

Lanast Co. will take care of audience quality and provide proper information to proper audience based on the targeting strategy. For the massive
amount of the content the company carefully works with SEO setup and proper settings of the Google indicators. Our SEO strategy is to build a
content quality with support of a domain strategy that way, that after few years of the project operation if anyone write to the search console
anything about "smart, green, etc." one of the main site or one of the landing pages will be presented in top-10 sites.

With the network of a landing pages Lanast Co. will develop the content that will be based on directive keywords. For example - on the landing
page SmartCityCars.com will be published articles with related content, but the content inside this article will be set based on the analysis of
popular searching keywords of users.

Every click on this landing web-site routes the client to the one of our 3 main websites.
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There are different eras of development behind the project, behind the web-portals. Web, front-end portals, their
purpose and functionality Lanast Co. has explained enough. The back-end part of our solution Lanast Co. has
explained from the business perspective, but Lanast Co. does not explain what the development running on the
background of this project.

Imagine a situation. On internet exist different tendering website portals serving some data. Each platform is coded by own programming
languages and databases behind. Each portal has its own data presentation layer on the web. That means that the tendering solutions there
have different data structure, different kind of documents. Simpler, if we take 20 independent tendering platforms, each tender contains about
120 fields to fill plus few attachments related to project. If we compare these data within 20 independent tendering platforms we will find a
match of 75% of the data type, the rest is either not necessary because other platforms don’t need it at all, or contains such specific information
that we have to include as a mandatory field in our matching portal. These portals showing publicly or after registration data on the web.

Lanast Co. will develop sets of robots that the company will configure based on portal specifics. Each robot will have specialised configuration
for the data mining from the particular tender platform and collecting data from chaotic form into our database. Well, this is the basic
explanation of mining process.

In the database Lanast Co. will collect all the fields, all the information behind, including text and documents (that will be further split by
engines into the simple data form).

On these data sources Lanast Co. develops Business Intelligence (BI) layer. There will be, as a first, word scanning tools that will search the word
setup based on the categories and tags of the technologies, solutions and industries. The company will use it for data selection. Later Lanast Co.
will collect it, filter and select interesting tenders from the data for product creation.

Under the BI will be another database with the partners (clients) data. It will be the kind of extended CRM or product CRM where Lanast Co. will
collect data about partner products, categorise and tag them. There will be another set of robots that will be searching, matching parts between
those two databases and it’s data, based on the categories and tags. Once the match will be found the company will develop the product.
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DI - Data Input; OUT - Data Output; BI - Business Intelligence; CAT - Catalogues.

Imagine, that Lanast Co. has strong brand the company develops during the next 3-4 years. A brand with positive forecast to become a strong
and sustainable brand during the next 7 years of operations. Imagine, that common people know Lanast Co.'s services and brand subconsciously,
business people know the company from references. Lanast Co. is doing high service delivery and the company has positive feedback of the
business. At this stage, Lanast Co. will come with the platform for tender rising and tender participation. Our own tendering platform with
brokerage service behind that. Lanast Co. expects that it won’t be difficult to get the clients there if the company is strong brand. Lanast Co. will
develop tendering platform with all fields fine tuned, because Lanast Co. knows all standards,

fields, parameters. Lanast Co. will develop high-tech tendering
platform with auction systems, tender processing engine to make
tendering platform ready to automatically match, automatically invite
eventual participants to tender and on half automated bases tender
the solution and make tender deal.

When deal will be made, becoming blockchain transaction system for
the commitment of the contract conditions, project conditions. Projects
and contracts will be set by the blockchain engine including all the
delivery parameters. It will probably complex contracts, very complex
contracts.

It will cost a lot of processing time and processors mathematics to
create chain for the contracts condition. This we get know, when the
company will be developing, because who knows what difficulties and
surprises it will show. If we watch to common industrial contracts
complexity and conditions density, we can just assume at the moment.
The company did an analysis and there are three types of usual
contracts that we met. The small one about 15 pages, middle one
about 35 pages, and big one from about 80 pages up to thousand
pages for the complex solution of industrial projects. All this project
conditions will be setup through smart contract without possibility to
cheat, to change conditions during the project duration. There will be
another options for extensions of the contract, and that will be
additional contract or the development of blockchain technologies
will move forward till the time and there will be another solutions
how to fix this problem this is about blockchain tendering platforms. Lanast Co. is not planning to develop any new blockchain engine. There exists
very strong solutions on the market thats business focus is going exactly by this direction. Lanast Co. will find for this purpose partner from the
existing solutions on blockchain transactions processing market and Lanast Co. will make an integration of our portals with this solutions.

At this moment the company is in analysis phase and has selected few perspective projects that Lanast Co. will go in during the next few
months with partner decision planned to Jun 2019.
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To be concrete, these solutions are under evaluation:

Another part of development is landing pages. As already presented, Lanast Co. owns hundreds domains, but our domain infrastructure growing
day-by-day based on the predefined project acquisition strategy. Domains acquisition process is managed through 3rd party auctions systems.
Lanast Co. plans to own thousands domains with Smart City terminology in the future and on every of these pages must run some landing
website. On site will be streamlined information about some part of the Smart City or smart technology area. These landing pages development
is more than about deep development, but about mass development. It’s about templates, plugins setup, about content preparation and related
graphics preparation. Later Lanast Co. will use specific SEO strategy to these landing pages to engage needed audience. From the technical
perspective Lanast Co. has to develop thousands of websites that will be rooting traffic to our main 3 pages.

Blockchain as a Service (BaaS)
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Operations of the company are managed based on the usual structure, scheme and principles as of any network-
based company. Let's brief you about the main aspects.

First part is about the overall process organisation in company, later part is about information technologies and criteria on that we are building
our infrastructure. The last part is more about emotional and philosophic approach of the company culture, what's the staff role in the company
culture.

Lanast Co. is handling the budget and company processes as a common matured company. Lanast Co. have standardly Human resources
department (personal & recruitment), sales department and marketing department, operations department, headquarter and executive part of
the structure. But, for the proper company mood and company culture establishment, faster and more effective company run Lanast Co. is using
gamification across everything. Everything, in meaning not only for the sales process forcing, but also across the core of the company.

Based of the gamification principles, Lanast Co. uses following organisational structure rules:

Lanast Co. doesn’t have usual development department, business development department or technical development department. Lanast Co. has
"Builders", it’s a mix of people from different kind of business areas, that may be business analytic, finance analytic may work together,the
developer. Lanast Co. can even understand this model as a DevOps. It’s not a DevOps as an IT terminology, but the principles and work
cooperation style may be the same.

Lanast Co. doesn't have established usual editorial board or public relations and this kind of wording like use other companies. Lanast Co. has
"Futurists". Again the model of the department structure understands as a DevOps methodology, where the different kind of specialists will be
working together.

Lanast Co. doesn’t have usual sales department. Lanast Co. has "Politics". Lanast Co. has several layers of sales agents network based on the
experience and quality of the resource. Lanast Co. is motivating them as a part of company engine by this wording politics on that the company
will apply another story that people will follow during work execution.

Each department has it's representing person in X-node department of the org structure. X-node is kind of supporting part of the company that
includes administration part that handle systems, communication part that handle company's incoming communication management and
technical support for the business processes running on system. X-node supports for outside as well as inside cases.

As told in the beginning, for the organisation purpose Lanast Co. use the common parts of any company, Lanast Co. has headquarter, finance and
accounting, legal, plus HR in standard description in organisational structure to not make people lost in terminology. For new-hiring staff it may
be a bit complicated till the initial training.
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Project Confluence - Internal Wikipedia

This topic is about the work and staff management in the company. It has already been told that Lanast Co. is working on the high-tech software,
cloud technologies of the work cooperations and goals targeting or key performance indicators setting. Lanast Co. is working with Workplace by
Facebook, that’s simply said Facebook for company purpose.This is a main communication tool of the company. Another common tool for
management of company departments work is Jira and Confluence. Jira with several plugins for better management and reporting we are using
for project management, task management. Simply said: all the work we are doing on project, is based on the task assigned in the Jira tool. And
people work based on ticket assignments. The last main working tool is the Confluence, part of Jira. Confluence is our internal wikipedia.

Lanast Co. will not talk about the exact
solutions that’s using our staff to execute
their work, because there are many. It is
interesting fact, that In summary - to run the
company, manage all the sales, marketing, it,
operations, finance, accounting and hr
processes, you need 24 main tools and
another almost 40 supporting tools. The
complete infrastructure for employees job
execution is based of cloud solutions
available from internet with modern
reporting and performance monitoring
possibilities, lot of them with possibility of

Project Workplace - Internal Communication

application the gamification principles.

All the chain of application and software is
configured and developed that way, that all
the processes and monitoring running based
of 4 displays and is possible to understand
and manage the project progress from one
place.

Let's try to explain in easier form. Laco Vencel
is the head of the project, he has 2 computers
and 2 tablets. He's running the operations
software, reporting tools, communication
windows and he can see at the same time on
these 4 screens everything what's related to
project (plans, goals, progress, task,
communication, changes, releases, etc...). He
can manage the project from the highest to
the lowest level from any place on the world
(with internet).
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The entire infrastructure is built on a cloud infrastructure. First of all, for saving resources. Secondly, because of the small number of system
administrators. Also, because of the flexibility of decisions. It is now pointless to build an infrastructure if you have not yet accumulated a lot of
data, it is more profitable to invest in this direction.

All the principles of Lanast Co.'s solutions are built on open source solutions. Lanast Co. pay licenses for support, updates, security updates and so
on. But Lanast Co. always keep the rules in any situation the company always have to take open source solutions for our in-house development.
Lanast Co. is not going to completely build in-house development for solutions that exist on the market. Lanast Co. is going to enjoy the rule of
living and let others live. Lanast Co. see no point in writing functionality common features as a personal area, discussion forums. If there are
companies that do just that, or is one of their products, then Lanast Co. is going to buy it.

All that concerns frontend infrastructure, refers to the back office infrastructure. All communication tools, task management tools, CRM, ERP, all
other software that are needed for operations of the company are on different cloud solutions, so they are integrated with each other. So, for
example, Lanast Co.'s main communication tool Facebook workplace is integrated with the sales performance tool sales force. There is one
environment that will be key and everything will be dependent.

As for Backend. These are robots, tender aggregation, data catalogs, matching systems and databases of our customer-suppliers. This
infrastructure will also be on cloud solutions. Hence, only operating costs arise, there is no depreciation.

Lanast Co. doesn’t plan to share our staff personal data to the public wall, as usual for white-paper purpose. Lanast Co. think it is non-sense rule
of ICO market and it is the one of the things that should be regulated to allow blockchains participation in industrial business market. You can
do that with physical promotion with shareholders, but not on the internet...

Yes, it’s one of the trust-ability parameter of the online known-only company, but there are number of other ways how to prove trust level of
companies. It’s not secure at all. Blockchain and crypto-market areas are often voting for anonymity and to fund some project in this area you
have to become publish. Moreover, not only your, for example as a CEO of the company, but also participating staff details. Non-sense, that's
increasing company security risks, as well as operational risks. By hunting people by other companies, or even worse, you give ability to
blackmailing company's shareholders or staff.

We passed through many ICOs, many whitepapers and many projects. To be honest, except of the head of the project, the staff information is
useless. The same we think about advisors. Either it should be someone who is known in public and in that case it makes promotional sense to
present him as a part of the team, or it's again useless. There are millions of people with some professional career, but from the photo and short
story you cannot recognise the quality of person. There may be many average people with a perfect CV and also many geniuses with very bad
presentation skills.

Lanast Co. believe, that the project presentation quality, the physical existence of the Lanast Co. company registered in EU with history and the
network of registered domains to the company or their shareholders is a sufficient trust level to secure investors from SCAM.

Lanast Co. represented by company CEO

guarantee not cheating and public streamline of company operations & financial results

is responsible for the execution and quality of people working on the project
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The key people and the company management Lanast Co. has selected from the best people that CEO met on his previous projects (Czech,
Russia, Belorussian, India, Kazakhstan, USA). In total there will be 182 people on the common employment with the company.

Each employee of the company has a career path, which is drawn at the very beginning of his employment. Let's explain it on simulation of the
situation with a sales-agent who gets employment contract in Smart City Enterprise Project.

Firstly, he will get a NFC card and mobile application with access to the office. This means immediately at the door a card or application which
was notified in the welcome letter before he came to work, does not wait for anything.

Then, the employee goes to the desk and there get MacBook, phone, some of them iPad with Apple pencil and pre-installed applications to keep
the identical set of tools which the company use for the working purposes. The employee will be satisfied and motivated by such set of devices
for welcome. Yes, it is more expensive, but Lanast Co. is forcing by this approach employee high commitment instead of the common salary
motivation. He got pleasure, got a technique, starts work.

The first thing that's waiting for him is basic training. The company will show him what software Lanast Co. has, how he should communicate
with the company, what are the rules for working with groups. How to work with his tasks, how to look at his time and so on. Completely how
task management works. There will be a full cycle of internal training in the digital form and the last part that he will see it will be his
employee journey, the roadmap of his working life with the Smart City.

Roadmap is planned for 9 years. 2 years before the expiry of the 9-year period, new goals will be added to the roadmap and life continues on.

Roadmap includes all planned employee training, all of its internal training. Very rarely the company will conduct external trainings, because the
company is going to have a specialist and every person is unique, everyone knows something better. Many people who can tell someone
something. If there is a friendly team and friendly atmosphere at work, people will be happy to hold these sessions. If Lanast Co. does it from
the very beginning, it will be part of the culture of the company.

The next goals of the journey will be career growth, assets renewals, team-buildings, etc... Lanast Co. will give to employee clear mind-set about
his career with the company and don't give him the common approach of the most of the companies - who knows?

Not only the Money is the main driver of to get employed (work) with Lanast Co. which plans to build the culture in the company. This is
something that we learnt from a Home Credit group, the biggest micro-finance provider on the world. It is important for a people to have clear
road and understanding the main company emotional principles, rules and the company values:

ABC of the Project Culture

Act Friendly - Always help each-other. To your colleague. To your family member. To your client. In the most cases to help someone cost minimal
amount of time, but its a the most natural gesture of humans. Let's use it!

Be Fair - Meaning of this value lost the value in the existing economics and business world. Everybody wants to earn higher percentage,
everyone cheating, manipulates, trying cut his peace of cake, like an animal. Lanast Co. will not act like that. The company will never increase the
opportunity of profit at the expense of to deliver a shitty solution. Lanast Co. will not promote solutions that the company doesn’t trust and that
not passed through the company's business rules. Employees will be fair to each-other and the company will be fair to clients.

Care of the Future - meaning of this value is to be innovative, be step forward. Like gadgets, robotics, electronics, act easy with software, like sci-
fi and charge from these features to make the new. With the client you are that guy who knows it better and you are suggesting what to do for
better future, effective delivery.

Lanast Co. understand operational risks in this kind of business and how thin is the link to corruption of the sales staff possibility and cheating
the company's smart principles of cities development. Possibility of defraudation is one of the highest risks of the company's image and brand.
Lanast Co. will bless the principle - If only once the company get that someone is defraudant or corrupted, he will not only be fired. He will also
be published on social boards and publicly devaluated.
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The technical and operational plan of this project is scheduled for the next 10 years. The plan is detailed enough to show project development
approach. Lanast Co. usually taking approach that for every step the company use our imagination to relocate to the person, to the executor of
the task and thinking what the company have to do. Lanast Co. writes some steps and makes some effort estimation of those task. Effort
estimations Lanast Co. is doing based on waited average minimum,maximum expected duration effort average.

The first phase - project. It’s about a concept preparation, about the thinking about the project, about what is Smart City. Lanast Co. did a huge
analysis, the company did it to our sparing partners. So Lanast Co. did, let’s say, very deep analysis of the thousands maybe ten thousands web
links about solutions, about companies delivering solutions, tenders etc. Everything about Smart City. Lanast Co. spent 3 years of our lives to
learn about Smart Cities. Then Lanast Co. made setup of the project. So the company set up task management, Wikipedia, internal wikipedia,
communication softwares setup, basic work principles and made initial documentation like frame place etc.

Later Lanast Co. moved to portfolio mapping. Lanast Co. has created the structure of the catalogue or encyclopaedia, business catalogue and
prepared project documentation budget plan fundamental principles and run it.

Then Lanast Co. is moving to phase of development, where the company is developing design story of portals. All the graphics, all the art work
etc. Then Lanast Co. developing MakeMyCitysmart.com editorial board. That’s all the network setup, social network setup, content preparation
and load, and all the integrations configurations.

The next developing thing Lanast Co. is doing is SmartCityBuild.com. It is a web development, so, more or less the company can say that Lanast
Co. has ready website itself but the company has about 1,5 maybe 2 years to load a content there because 30000-12500 items are quite huge
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number to make it with Wow effect. Lanast Co. doesn’t want to decrease the quality of the webs because of the time. So Most of the time for
MakemyCitySmart.com development spent to content loading.

Then Lanast Co. is building, developing SmartCityCommittee.com the website is running already. Lanast Co. will be setting first design part, then
the company will set up the membership to engines. Then the company will setup the portfolio and products of our business there. Then Lanast
Co. is developing aggregation robots. Software developing of data mining robots that searching through tender portals and public information
on internet with specified link the company is downloading the data and making some internal structure for that. So this is the next part of
development phase.

Then Lanast Co. is developing the landing pages, the batch of 350 websites for that the company has to develop the page with some interesting
content and motivate user to click somewhere and it will route him to main 3 portals. So this is mostly the simple web design and web
development work.

The last thing Lanast Co. is planning to develop is blockchain based tendering platform. Based on our internal BI and integration to CRM the
company is going to automate tendering bureaucracy processes and use for the contracting and data connection between partners blockchain
transactional systems. Lanast Co. doesn’t know what system it will be, because the company is still in the analysis of the market and solutions
available and trying to understand the quality probability of available blockchain transactional systems. So it will be third party and that part of
the development is integration of third party solution to our matching processes.

Then Lanast Co. is going to make operational part. Planning operational parts that means X-nodes operations. That’s simple communication part
of the project and that people who maintain chats and emails, phones everything, simply communication board. Plus support board for other
teams regarding the system administration and simply IT maintenance. Then in operation the company has to make MakeMyCitySmart.com
office, editorial board, setting the structure, setting job profiles and responsibilities and of course operational processes for the department. The
same Lanast Co. is doing for SmartCityBuild.com and SmartCityAdvisor.com department parts. Simply preparing departments from the process
and organizational perspective to run.

The last part of Operations phase is executive reporting. Lanast Co. is setting the automation reporting, simply rooting reporting for the
managers that will cover the overall company status and specific reports regarding marketing, sales and finance. And of course quarterly and
yearly review of the company.
The next phase is Commercial. In product management Lanast Co. is going to build products, Lanast Co. is going to build processes behind the
products. Lanast Co. is going to customize the pricing. Lanast Co. is going to tune the tender products flow. Lanast Co. is going to blockchain
products flow in the product portfolio. Lanast Co. think longterm run, blockchain part, but the company want it. So the company will do that.

Then Lanast Co. will make the product documentation guides, flyers and all the stuff for later marketing promotion. Simply, product
management setup.

Supplier management. In this phase Lanast Co. is going to work first with database that the company collected, plus Lanast Co. is going to
research market and find the toward tree optimal partners for portals where the company will buy data for business contacts. It’s possible and
Lanast Co. will do that. Then the company will run the processes for the competition management, simply CRM. Lanast Co. will control the social
networks of our partners, of our competitors, the company will watch the news board of them and make some routine reporting. Communication
management is the next part of this phase. It’s the preparation of templates for the communication, the scripts and etc. Simply, follow to give
tools to X-nodes to operate effectively based on our existing product, based on the culture etc.

The next is business management. That’s kind of preparation for reporting, physical cooperators, the partners, media copywriters, suppliers,
clients, colleges and university events. So it’s a PR part of the company, of the business.

Then Lanast Co. has long phase called business rollout and pro-motioning campaigns. It is start of the business, start of the sales. That means
the company will start to work with physical sales agent networks with high support of promotion tools. Marketing will rule that time.

The Last parts of our planning are the company operations, papers, accounting, salaries, recruitment, backend company operations process. Then
Lanast Co. will setup the legal part of the company run, again papers. Simply everything regarding management is about papers.

And finally our practice on the project is strategy story operations and roadmap where the company just highlight for ourselves the key
milestones of the project because it’s quiet easy to use yourself in the plan.
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Prefix abbreviations: [PRO] Project; [DEV] Development; [OPS] Operations; [COM] Commercial; [MNG] Managerial

Long term groups explanation: Item 709, 765, 819 - contains process review phases. We are usually doing process review in 6 months phases and applying changes for better

effectivity. It's our common practice from previous projects with good results. Someone may negotiate why we are not doing this for the item 862 as well. Yes, we are doing,

but the business part is more complex and we are covering review points as part of item 1025 and 1231.

Lanast Co. has several social channels Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook as the main ones, where the company publish news about the SmartCityCoin.io
portal. Lanast Co. wants to set up a publishing standards for investors in the form of daily reporting, which carries the basic set of information
that investors need.

Lanast Co. is going to avoid to sit for days and nights chatting and react to all real time, because as a first it is useless, in the second it is
expensive, in the third it is labor-intensive. The company set a report format that the company will share to review project progress. Report will
contains the following areas:

General Details: Lanast Co. will tell by few sentences an overall progress information. No technical, no economical terminology. Everyone must
understand.

Project Progress: The main things done on the project.

SCC Token: Token progress, it's status in network and exchange statuses.

Finance: Project balance sheet.

Answers: Every day, our social robots scan through mentions and comments on social networks channels and collect information about
activities about us. The company consider comments selection based on importance and adequacy that the company will answer in report and
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include in FAQ catalogue. If there are many answers, the company will either increase the number of answers in the report or transfer the
answers to these interesting questions the next day. In short, all get an answer to their questions, if they are adequate.

In short, a transparent approach to the matter. On the beginning it will be interesting for investors, later for people who will work with projects.

During the crowd sale period Lanast Co. will release report on the daily basis, later Lanast Co. is going to do a bi-monthly and monthly reporting
period. As common for all our sites, these reports will be available on our web, as well as posted to our social network channels.

Transparent & Educative is the topic that's the most interesting part of the project for our CEO personally.

Five years ago, his wife invested to the network of Russian pizzerias DoDo pizza. It's a franchise network and just not interesting from their point
of view. But on the other hand, DoDo pizza does the financial reporting and the financial management of the company publicly. So they show
people interested in what kind of expenses they have in each direction, what problems they face, how they solve them, publish their internal
activity on the website in a shorter way.

Lanast Co. would like to go deeper and further.

One thing is some kind of monthly reporting, another thing is the operations of this company. In short, Lanast Co. is going to create an
environment with this project. Most likely the company will have to have a project assistant who will deal with the project documentation.
Lanast Co. is going to post internal project information throughout the project just for the education of students. So that students can view
information about how the project look like, how its phases looked at the very beginning, and see all the progress of the project, read comments
and watch operations, look at different parts, participate in the form of meeting minutes of what is discussed at the meeting and so on.

This is not all, because it is an endless stream of information and data, but in some interesting mode. Lanast Co. will publish information in our
internal Wikipedia so that young project managers, managers in companies who have some kind of technical knowledge from universities,
develop their working skills to see one of the options for project management.
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This subject is about finances, expenses, expense types and how Lanast Co. is going to serve with budget for the
company development. Budget is set based on the common principles of common companies in the matured market.

Budget is split to several areas. Personal expenses where are covered salaries, payroll related issues, taxes, education and training, benefits for
employees, recruitment and other personal expenses. Advertising and marketing where are covered media, production of the marketing
materials, support to the sales partners, public relations and promotion part of the project. The third part of the budget are Information
Technologies where Lanast Co. covers standard software maintenance, hardware maintenance plus IT sublist in form of software, hardware and
Cloud services. Then the company has Communication and postage services, where Lanast Co. is covering direct mail costs, telemarketing,
mobile phones, telephone lines, data internet and other overhead expenses related to telecommunications.

Occupancy where the company is counting the rent, energies, building maintenance and property insurances. Professional services, where
Lanast Co. covering legal consulting, and different kind of notaries services, the company also covering the audit here. Plus other consultancy
services like, for example, design and different kind of focus group analysis and so on. Then the company has common depreciation and
amortisation which include assets that lose their value: laptop, servers, computers, office equipment. Travel expenses where Lanast Co. is
covering business trips, rent of the cars on the office location place and other traveling expenses related to business trips. The last one,
Operating expenses. The highest value of this budget group are the taxes. The rest are common office supply, security services, legal stamps and
other paper work as well as representation expenses, charities, penalties and different kind of transaction fees with banks, trading exchange
fees etc. This is the overall budget structure that Lanast Co. is using for the project cost control. Now let’s go through the detailed expenses
consumption approach that the company is planning to do.
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Let's focus now to the deeper budget consumption in time for the each area of the budget. As common for the mature project, Lanast Co.
has kind of story behind the every budget part and project phase that inlines together.

Personal Expenses

So we are starting with the personal expenses that have in the beginning of the project run
exponential trend due to the hiring staff on side, or hiring staff to the company. So later
between 5th and 6th year Lanast Co. is planning to stabilize the growing trend and the
company will continue for the next years. The company is planning the growth of personal
expenses to 2% per year. In general, that should cover the inflation that’s 4,5% in India, plus
some benefits or salary improvements for the key employees. The next expenses are
advertising and marketing. The company expects for the first 4 years exponential growth of
these expenses that will peak during the first 2 years of sales

operations. Then Lanast Co. is planning again to stabilize the situation with marketing expenses and the company somewhere about 950 000
EUR per year as a maximum value that Lanast Co. is planning to invest to promotion and marketing.

Information Technologies

Another expenses are Information Technologies where the company is quite stable from the
beginning because of using cloud services. So the company is not delivering the platform for 5
years operations, but Lanast Co. is paying for the consumption at the present time so the
company is quiet comfortable here during the first 5 years. Then the company is expecting
massive growing on the request to join products to our catalogues, plus Lanast Co. is planning
higher activities with blockchain tendering platforms. So the company expects that the
databases volumes will increase and Lanast Co. expects twice growing of IT expenses after 5th
year of the operations.

Telecommunication & Postage

Another part of the budget is telecommunication which is connected to personal expenses. So,
along with recruitment operations Lanast Co. will stabilize also the telecommunication and
data consumption expenses. The company is again planning 2%, maximum 3% per year the
increment after 6 years of operations.

Occupancy

The next one is the occupancy expenses. The company has 3 waves there because Lanast Co. is
planning 3 reconstructions of the office during the 6 years of operations. The company is
planning 2 time moving to the new office, plus reconstruction. The company also calculated the
version that Lanast Co. will rent sufficient office size in the beginning but this kind of approach
become 30% more expensive than version with moving office and even when the company is
planning the reconstruction. Just for information, the reconstruction cost Lanast Co. is planning
11 euro per square feet. That’s standard on the market. After 5th year Lanast Co. expects that
the company will use that office, that Lanast Co. will stabilizes the

resources, that Lanast Co. will use the same office for other 4-5 years. The company won’t need any significant reconstruction. There are other
office supplies during the 5 years that Lanast Co. calculates in operations expenses.
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Professional Services

The next one is professional services. Again the company is quiet comfortable during the 5
years of operations. After that Lanast Co. has a huge increment of the services, especially due to
audit expenses, where third part auditing services of the company the common rate or driver
for the rate Lanast Co. took from 0,7% and 1,2% from the profit which is the common driver. So
the company took 1% of the profit for the budgeting auditing services. This trend should slow
down later because Lanast Co. is planning to setup payment for auditing services not based on
profitability level but some kind of fee. Let’s say that Lanast Co. will make the commitment for
3 years and Lanast Co. will establish the fixed price for the services.

Depreciation & Amortisation

The next is depreciation and amortization. There is nothing interesting here because as a
company running most of the operations on cloud services Lanast Co. doesn’t have to much
amortization assets, except common employees tools and office stuff.

Travel Expenses

The next one is travel expenses. They are again growing exponentially with development of
the sales network during the first 5 years. The company expects that they will be traveling a lot
in the beginning, they will be making the contacts, promoting our services across India. So
based on the driver Lanast Co. sets business trips volume. During the first 5 years it will be
increasing extremely, then Lanast Co. is planning to stabilize the count of business trips by 3
groups that sales and executive need.

Other Operating Expenses

The last one seems very strange from the beginning because it is almost at the zero under
operating expenses, because in the beginning of the project Lanast Co. doesn’t expect too high
expenses due to part of employees that are working as freelancers and are not physically in
the office, so Lanast Co. will rent the small place plus hiring the staff to company will take
about 2 years, so paper work with this kind of staff will be on minimal level but sales run and
profitability level. The company is covering the taxes part in this expense group that’s the same
as a profitability or revenue part growing exponentially for 4 years after the sales run, then it’s
stabilized on the

level of expected 20% of growing the revenue of the core products. That means tendering products, reporting and statistic products.
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Following chart describes the total budget allocation to the main Smart City Enterprise Project budget parts. Project optimally keeps a balance
of proportions between operating and personal expenses with the rest of operations, promotion and services cost on 3/3 level.

Following chart describes the planned investment and revenue represented in time. The first regular revenue forecast Lanast Co. expects on
April, 2020 and project break even is forecasted to Jun, 2022. Lanast Co. will operates with a different financial strategies with the focus to
maximally sustainable business model.
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Smart City Enterprise Project is a running project since 2014. Lanast Co. plans two options of further project funding. The first option directly by
ICO (Initial Coin Offer), the second option - by physical (fiat currency) investment. Both options are available and supported by valid business
case behind the white paper.

Lanast Co. cares of the different strategies to maintain the current fiat market, the current crypto market and how the company is going to deal
with market after eventual regulations in the future. Lanast Co. plans to setup 50/50 strategy of the funds management and plans to develop a
hybrid-currency money management model.

Lanast Co. has developed a secured scheme to transfer part of the crypto-currency to fiat currency that will be used for development of the
Smart City Enterprise Project and setup the proper company operations.

To safe our investors and decrease the regulatory risks of financial crime by Lanast Co. by transferring amount from non-regulated to regulated
market, Lanast Co. developed a special process. This process will save the Lanast Co. company from the legal issues in case of government
regulation of crypto currencies exchange or any other crypto-market related regulation.

Lanast Co. will create a secure fiat account where will be stored reserve in value of 30% of the transferred money. This amount is a
security reserve in order to be ready for regulation. The company understands that no one should give you taxes after the fact, but we
are in a current world legal principles - anything can happen.

On the day of Lanast Co. will receive the funds to the company account, company shareholders will sign a certified document from the lawyer, in
which Lanast Co. will explain how the company received the funding, what was the process behind and include the valid business case of the
project that will coincide with the financial part. Lanast Co. also explains in the document that due to the fact that the government at the
moment does not understand crypto currency and does not regulate crypto transactions and does not know how to regulate it, is not a problem
of Lanast Co.

Lanast Co. shareholders will sign the document due to the fact, that the company do not know how the government will behave.

Reserve these 30% of the money on the account linked to the document will assure, that Lanast Co. accepted to pay this tax (signed on the date
of money received), but government and financial institutions are not ready to accept it from process perspective. This will be an afterthought,

notarially completed, and Lanast Co. defending it from the fact of the tax authority issue during the next year.

Further, Lanast Co. plans to deal with the issued tokens similar to the Smart City Enterprise Project "shares". Lanast Co. understands that the core
of the business running in a regulated market with the eventual possibility to enter the fiat exchange after years of operations and with the
funding scheme in an un-regulated market and plans different share operations strategies to find a balanced deal on hybrid-currency market.
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CITY token is initially the funding tool for the Smart City Enterprise Project. Three months after the crowd-sale token will be distributed
to the Exchange. Later, after company will establish sales operations, CITY token will be used as payment method between contracting
client-client solutions and as payment method for buying the Smart City Enterprise services.

Smart City Enterprise Project releases the total of 2 528 629 663 CITY tokens. 65% of total token supply (1 643 609 281) will be distributed
during the auction and crowd-sale phases. 35% (885 020 382) of total tokens will be reserved as security and will be distributed between
founders, company operations, loyalty and bounties. 70% of this security amount (619 514 267) will be locked for 2 years. After two years,
contract will automatically unlock this amount to be used for the company's token purpose strategy.

Total Supply: 2 528 629 663 Public Sale: 1 643 609 281 Security Grants: 885 020 382

The Total Supply: 2 528 629 663 CITY tokens amount is
released to the market with a 5 decimals logic that should
support all kind of operations. The amount of Public
Sales: 1 643 609 281 is the amount of tokens released for
public sale. Unsold tokens will be burned. The Security
Reserve: 885 020 382 will be used for company business
strategy execution.

1 643 609 281 CITY tokens will be distributed to the public
sale split into the two groups. The first group will be
released for the Auction purpose, the second will be
released for the second, crowdsale funding phase. For the
security reasons and decrease the risks of our investors, we
lock 70% of the security reserve for 2 years.

The part of the security reserve - 885 020 382 CITY
tokens will be distributed to the 4 utilisation areas. 59% of
the security will be used for the project development
purpose. 10% of the security will be utilised to the Smart
City Enterprise top management. 3% will be utilised to
Bounties for the different services and motivation purpose.
28% will stay as reserve and will be utilised to the Smart
City Enterprise top management as a motivation tool during
the next years of project operations.
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CITY tokens will be released to the exchange and after the compliance period expected for three months duration token will be available for
public sale. Lanast Co. plans different strategies to apply CITY token to Exchanges. The most probable scenario we predict 3 steps:

Initially we will raise token to non-regulated exchange to create the community and initial trading volume. We will analyse the best option in
exchanges: BiBox, Idex, Etherdelta, Mercatox, C-cex, Cryptopia, Coinrail, Livecoin.

During the second phase we will raise token to the middle-size exchanges to increase CITY token sales volume. We will analyse the best
option in exchanges: EXMO, Bit-Z, CEX.IO, gate.io, Liqui

On the final stage with builded volume and community we will raise CITY token to the big-size exchanges: HitBTC, OKEx, Huobi, Bittrex,
Poloniex, Kraken, Coinbase, Binance, Bitfinex, Bitstamp, GDAX

After the Smart City Enterprise Project sales kick-off, planned on the April, 2020, Lanast Co. will run the buy-back strategy and plan to buy 0,1%
of released tokens volume every month during the first year duration. The next year, Lanast Co. plans to increase the monthly buy-back
percentage up to the level to buy-back the 51% of the CITY tokens for the first break point. After this point, Lanast.Co. will re-develop further
strategy to keep the reasonable and balanced price of the CITY token. CITY tokens bought-back will be burned (liquidated). Lanast Co. will
execute this operation to bolster-up the CITY token price level as a preparation for using the CITY token as payment method for buying the
Smart City Enterprise's services by clients.

Lanast Co. plans to act with total sum of the tokens as a funding loan for the 6% fixed for annual period. For example, every year from the
buying day and time of the token Lanast Co. buy-back strategy expects to buy CITY token back for minimum crowd-sale price + 6%, if the price
eventually falls down on exchange.

For example if Nick buys CITY token in amount of 100 ETH during the auction or crowd-sale, after 3 years for 6% per annual period,
Lanast Co. will be ready to pay 118 ETH for CITY token, if the price on exchange will be smaller. If the CITY token trading price on
exchange will be higher, Lanast Co. will deal buy-back strategy with market price.

Based on the crypto-market regulations evaluation and according to the Smart City Enterprise project's block-chain tendering platform
development strategy, Lanast Co. will transform part of the business to the blockchain based contracting process with support of the CITY token
as the one of a payment methods.

For example, there are millions of companies world-wide providing some smart technologies and millions of companies or
government institutions that buy the smart technologies through tenders. We well connect them and we will propose/route them to
process their project or device delivery based on smart contracting method. We will also propose to process payment through crypto-
currency and CITY token.

Different example, we will sell our service in total cost of 100 thousand dollars. We will offer to our client convert his dollars into the
CITY token and pay for our services in equivalent of this crypto-currency with a 15% discount for the same scope of services.
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Let me close CITY token idea personally. I am building a unique business model. The Smart City Enterprise project business model runs based on
the principles of the classic industrial market principles. The profitability level of our business model relates, but does not depend on the crypto-
market evolution and regulations. My business idea is supported by financial calculations, it's capable to grow-up and profit on a fiat market. At
the moment, to be honest, I have zero of financial benefits by transformation of the Smart City Enterprise business to the crypto-currency
principles.

But, I am never-ending believer of the blockchain technologies idea and believer of the crypto-currency future. I will support the Idea, I will push
the growth of the crypto-currency and blockchains on the physical market. I will use the CITY token to support the establishment of blockchain
principles and crypto-currencies to become a common payment and contracting method on the industrial market.

If the crypto-community will succeed and crypto currencies really become to be a common currency on the regulated financial market, the CITY
token become a strong payment tool, with trading history, stabilised price and I will be ready to re-think the CITY token value strategy and
define to the CITY token new, profitability, fundamental and essential/maybe voting conditions.

Laco Vencel

(CEO, Lanast Co.)
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Symbol: CITY

Name: Smart City

CITY token is initially the funding tool for the Smart City Enterprise Project.

After three months the crowd-sale token will then be distributed to the Exchange.

Later, after the company has established sales operations, the CITY token

will be used as a transactions tool between suppliers and consumers,

As well as a payment method for buying the Smart City Enterprise services.

This contract describes the initial sales conditions in which

the Smart City Enterprise Token (CITY) token is sold.

The CITY token is a blockchain token developed on the Ethereum platform based on standard ERC20.

The CITY token is designed to be used for the promotion and development of the Smart City Enterprise project.

Later the token will be used as a transactions tool between suppliers and consumers

of Smart City Enterprise Products, Services and Comprehensive Solutions.
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CITY token sale, internally known as "Sick Mind Invented Hybrid Crowd-sale" has two phases:

The first phase is the “Auction”, the second phase is the “Fixed Price Sale”.

The Auction phase is a Second-Price Dutch Auction with specific conditions described on this page.

The Fixed Price Sale phase is a standard capped token-sale.

The Auction phase is a Second-Price Dutch Auction with the following token-sale specifics:

Phase distribution volume: 821.804.640 tokens (50% of tokens provisioned for sale)

Target: 109.573 ETH

Auction Duration: up to 21 sale periods; 1 sale period = 24 hours

Minimum investment amount is 0.005 ETH

The bonus is initially 15% and decreases each period by 1% till 0%.

The last 6 periods will be plain, without bonus.

The auction has an effective cap – it will close when a certain amount of Ethereum has been collected.

At the beginning of the auction the effective cap starts out high and the contributions low.

As the auction progresses the contributions rise,

while the current cap decreases according to a predetermined formula.

The auction is capped but the cap is not fixed - it constantly decreases

over time based on value derivation spots. 1 spot = 1 second.

During the auction, at the beginning the price will rapidly drop,

slowing down and levelling as time passes,

and closer to the end of the auction it will only decrease slightly.

At the very beginning of the auction, the price is very high,

so that no one can buy all the tokens and cause the early-end of the auction.

As the auction continues, the contributions rise while the effective cap decreases.
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The auction closes when the cap reaches the current amount of contributions,

but not later than by the end of the 21st period.

Unlike normal second-price Dutch auctions, you don't bid on a number of CITY tokens

given a current provisional price (which will never increase, only decrease),

but rather you bid on an amount to spend, and thus will receive more CITY tokens

as the auction continues and the price lowers.

Everyone who participates receives the same buy-in price,

which is the price that the auction ends on.

At the end of the auction all 821.804.640 tokens released for auction

will be proportionally contributed to the participants of the auction.

For example, the total cost of fees at the auction is 41.090,232 ETH, CITY token will be 0.00005ETH. The participant who invested
100ETH in the first auction period will receive 2.300.000 CITY tokens (which equals to 100ETH+15% bonus), and the participant who
invested 100ETH in the 20th auction period will receive 2.000.000 CITY tokens (100ETH + 0% bonus). Everyone who participates
receives the same token price, which is the price that the auction ends on.

If the target is collected during the auction,

then all participants will be given an additional 15% of the bonus

from the tokens planned for the Fixed Price Sale phase.

After this the campaign is over.

All remaining tokens allocated for the Fixed Price Sale phase will be burned (liquidated).

SCENARIO 1: Target amount reached during the auction:

The effective cap starts high and amount of received funds (the Amount) starts low. During the auction, the amount will rise and the current cap will decreases according to predetermined
logic. 821.804.640 CITY tokens will be proportionally contributed to the participants of the auction when the contributions reach the cap.
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If the target is not reached in the Auction phase,

the next phase – Fixed Price Sale starts immediately with following conditions:

Phase distribution volume: 821.804.641 tokens (second half of tokens provisioned for sale)

Sale Duration: up to 33 days

Minimum Investment amount is 0.005 ETH

Token Price: fixed, defined by auction end price

Fixed Price sale phase will take up to 33 days,

but can finish earlier - right as the Target Cap is reached.

The cost of the token in this phase will be set to the auction end-price

for all auction participants, for all others it will be set 20% higher than auction end-price.

All the tokens that have been released, but not sold

during the Fixed Price Sale phase will be burned (liquidated).

Scenario 2: Target amount reached during the Fixed Price Sale Phase:

The City token price will starts from the auction end-price for all auction participants, for all others it will be set 20% higher than auction end-price. The Fixed Price Sale phase will be closed
as soon as the target is reached or till a 33rd day of the Fixed Price Sale phase duration.
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Market & Industry Information
The whitepaper and web-site include market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained from
internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available information
and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available information and
publications generally state that the information that they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such included information.
LANAST CO. has not conducted any independent review of the information extracted from third party sources,
verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions
relied upon therein. Consequently, any entities of LANAST CO. and officers and employees thereof do not make
any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not be obliged
to provide any updates on the same.

General Information
The CITY token is not intended to constitute a security in any jurisdiction. This white paper is not a solicitation for
investment and does not pertain in any way to an offering of securities in any jurisdiction.

The CITY tokens do not have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features, express or implied,
including, without limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features on the Smart City Enterprise
Project. Lanast Co. does not guarantee and is not representing in any way to Purchaser that the CITY token have
any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features.

Please note, that purchases of the CITY token are final and non-refundable and purchases cannot be cancelled.
Lanast Co. reserves the right to refuse or cancel the CITY token purchase requests at any time in its sole discretion.
Individuals, businesses, and other organizations should carefully weigh the risks, costs, and benefits of acquiring
the CITY token.

Technical and Management
The foundation may not have or may not be able to obtain the technical skills and expertise needed to successfully
develop Smart City Enterprise Project. There is a general scarcity of management, technical, scientific, research and
marketing personnel with appropriate training to develop and maintain Smart City Enterprise Project.

The Purchaser understands that while Lanast Co. will make best efforts to release the Smart City Enterprise Project
on time, it is possible that the official release may be delayed.

As with other Crypto Tokens, value of a CITY tokens may fluctuate significantly and become reduced in value for
any number of reasons, including but not limited to, supply and demand, overall Crypto Tokens’ market conditions,
political or geographical reasons, changes of regulations in any jurisdictions, and technical reasons.

CITY tokens will be issued on the Ethereum blockchain. As such, any malfunction or unexpected functioning of the
Ethereum protocol may impact the purchaser’s ability to transfer or securely hold CITY tokens. Such impact could
adversely affect the value of CITY tokens.

Updates To The Detail Of The Token Sale
LANAST CO. reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to change, modify, add, or remove portions of this whitepaper
and the terms at any time during the sale by posting the amendment on the SmartCityCoin website.

Any purchaser will be deemed to have accepted such changes by purchasing CITY token. If at any point you do not
agree to any portion of the then-current version of conditions and the terms, you should not purchase CITY token.

Representation & Warranties By The Purchasers
By participating in the token sale of CITY tokens, the Purchaser represents and warrants to Lanast Co. as follows:

you are authorized and have full power to purchase CITY tokens according to the laws that apply in your jurisdiction
of domicile;

you are solely responsible for determining whether the acquisition of CITY tokens is appropriate for you;

you are not acting as an agent on behalf of any other person or entity who wish to purchase CITY tokens or
participate in its token sale;
you have carefully considered the risks, costs, and any other demerits of acquiring CITY tokens and understood such
the risks, costs, and any other demerits associated with CITY tokens and its token sale;
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you are not acting for the purpose of speculative investment;
you agree and acknowledge that CITY tokens does not constitute securities in any form in your jurisdiction;
you agree and acknowledge that this whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any
sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in your jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in
securities;
you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the information set out in this
whitepaper, no such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any
jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper to you does not imply that the
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with;
you agree and acknowledge that this whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the CITY tokens token
sale, or future trading of CITY tokens on any crypto currency exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted or deemed
by you as an indication of the merits of Lanast Co. or CITY tokens;
the distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance of the same
by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any
restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your
own expense and without liability to Lanast Co.;
you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any CITY tokens, it is not to be construed,
interpreted, classified or treated as:
any kind of currency other than crypto currency debentures, stocks or shares issued by Lanast Co.;
rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;
rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to
secure a profit or avoid a loss;
units in a collective investment scheme;
units in a business trust;
derivatives of units in a business trust; or
any other security or class of securities;
you have a good understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms and other
material characteristics of crypto currencies, blockchain-based software systems, crypto currency wallets or other
related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology;
you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any CITY tokens, there are risks
associated with Lanast Co. and its business and operations;
you agree and acknowledge that LANAST CO. is not liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other
losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits,
and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or
any part thereof by you;
you will not use the token sale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to money laundering and the financing
of terrorism; and all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non-misleading
from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case
may be).

Purchaser acknowledges, understands and agrees that:
the purchase and receipt of CITY tokens may have tax consequences for Purchaser;
Purchaser is solely responsible for Purchaser’s compliance with Purchaser’s tax obligations; and
Lanast Co. bears no liability or responsibility with respect to any tax consequences to Purchaser.

Purchaser acknowledges, understands and agrees that:
Purchaser agreed with Terms & Conditions, General Information Restrictive Provisions and Risks by buying of CITY
tokens or initialization of Lanast Co's smart contract.

Lanast Co. does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking
in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation
to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this whitepaper.

Limitation Of The Purchasers
You are not eligible to and you shall not purchase CITY token through its token sale if you are a citizen or resident
(tax or otherwise) of any country or state where the purchase of CITY token or similar Crypto Token may be
prohibited or the token sale is deemed to be not compliant with the applicable laws and regulations. If you are
citizen, resident of, or a person located or domiciled in the United States of America including its states, territories
or the District of Columbia or any entity, including, without limitation, any corporation or partnership created or
organized in or under the laws of the United States of America, any state or territory thereof or the District of
Columbia (a “U.S. person”), or , if you are citizen, resident of, or a person located or domiciled in, or any entity,
including, without limitation, any corporation or partnership created or organized in or under the laws of the People’s
Republic of China (a “Chinese person”), do not purchase or attempt to purchase CITY tokens.
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Purchases of CITY token should be undertaken only by individuals, entities, or companies that have significant
experience with, and understanding of, the usage and intricacies of Crypto Tokens and blockchain based software
systems. Purchasers should have functional understanding of storage and transmission mechanisms associated with
other Crypto Tokens. Any entities of Lanast Co. and officers and employees thereof will not be responsible in any
way for loss of any Crypto Tokens, CITY token or fiat currency resulting from actions taken by, or omissions of the
purchasers. If you do not have the required experience or expertise, then you should not purchase CITY token or
participate in the sale of CITY token.

You should carefully consider the risks, costs, and any other demerits of acquiring CITY token, and, if necessary,
obtain your own independent advice in this regard. If you are not in the position to accept nor to understand the
risks associated with the token sale of CITY token (including the risks related to the non-development of Smart City
Enterprise Project) or any other risks as indicated in this whitepaper, you should not acquire CITY token, until such
that you have received the necessary independent advice.

Accounting and Legal
The purchase of the CITY token carries with it significant risk. Prior to purchasing the CITY token, the Purchaser
should carefully consider the risks listed below and, to the extent necessary, consult a lawyer, accountant, and/or
tax professional prior to determining whether to purchase CITY token.

The CITY token will be stored in a wallet, which can only be accessed with a password selected by the purchaser.
If a purchaser of the CITY token does not maintain an accurate record of their password, this may lead to the loss
of the CITY token. If your password protection is weak and it is cracked or learned by somebody else, this may also
lead to the loss of the CITY token. As a result, Purchasers must safely store their password in one or more backup
locations that are well separated from the primary location.

The Purchaser recognizes that some of the services under the Smart City Enterprise Project is currently under
development and may undergo significant changes before release. The Purchaser acknowledges that any of its
expectations regarding the form and functionality of the Smart City Enterprise Project may not be met for any
number of reasons.

Disclaimer
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, CITY tokens, any entities of Lanast Co.
and officers and employees thereof shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other
losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits,
and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or
any part thereof by you.

Any entities of Lanast Co. and officers and employees thereof shall not be liable for your loss of CITY tokens after
it is transferred to you by any reason including but not limited to your failure to maintain or backup an accurate
record of your password or password cracking by somebody due to your poor maintenance of your password.

Lanast Co. will do its best to launch its operations and develop SMART CITY PROJECT. Any person undertaking to
acquire CITY tokens acknowledges and understands however that Lanast Co. Does not provide with any warranty
as to the release of the SMART CITY PROJECT. They acknowledge and understand therefore that Lanast Co. incl. its
bodies and employees) assumes no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that would result from or relate
to the incapacity to use the CITY tokens.

Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated to Crypto Tokens in the world.
In that respect, regulatory measures, investigations or actions may impact Lanast Co.’s business and may limit or
prevent it from developing its operations in the future. Any person undertaking to acquire CITY tokens must be
aware that Lanast Co.’s business model or SMART CITY PROJECT and its existing platforms may change or need to
be modified because of new regulatory and compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any jurisdictions.
In such case, purchasers and any person undertaking to acquire CITY tokens acknowledge and understand that neither
Lanast Co. nor any of its affiliate shall be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damages caused by such changes.

Neither Lanast Co. nor any of its officers and employees are to be or shall be considered as advisor in any legal,
tax or financial matters.

Acquiring CITY tokens shall not grant any right or influence over Lanast Co.’s organization and governance to
the purchasers.

This whitepaper and any other materials or explanations made by Lanast Co. and its officers and employees shall
not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an investment. They do not constitute or relate in any
way nor should they be considered as an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. This whitepaper does not include
nor contain any information or indication that might be considered as a recommendation or that might be used as
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COPYRIGHT NOTIFICATION
This document has been elaborated by LANAST CO. s.r.o., Czech Republic. No part of this document may be distributed, reproduced
or used by any way except as authorised by an explicit consent of LANAST CO., s.r.o., Czech Republic. The copyright and the
foregoing restrictions extend to reproduction in all media.
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